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Mostly cloudy with a good
chance of rain and possibly .a
thundershower today, high in the
low 70s. Rain likely and a chance
of a few thundershowers tonight
anti Wednesday. Low tonight in
,Mtarayth.our 
15e Per Copy Volume 98 No. 20
Ledger 8;1.Times
 Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, November!. 197798th Year 
BAND CELEBRATION—Murray
High Nand members, supporters, and
Murray Independent School System
'officials did a little celebrating yester-
day in conjunction with a- winning
1977 band season. Roy Weatherly,
principal at Murray High, and Robert
Ghn Jeffrey spoke. In the photos (bot-
tom) Jeffrey and band director Joe
Sills view some of the numerous
trophies the band won this season. In
the photo to the left James Harrison,
a MHS student, holds a trophy the
band received as best percussion
unit at Murray State University's
festival - -of Champions. HairiSoe
wrote Most of the percussion music
for-the band. dist 44Seremi.,
Photos By Jennie& Gordon
MSU Enrollment At -
7,740; Down Slightly
When the last head is counted within
the next two months, Murray--Siate.s.
University officials expect that in-
stitution's enrollment to be clobe to, if
not doWn -ainne *hilt from last*Lei
final tally.
Unofficial enrollment at Murray
State University in 1977 is 7,740. Final
enrollment last year was 8,350, in-
cluding U.S. Army and related students
attending Eagle University at Fort
Campbell.
University -and college attendanee
-. throughout the statchasIncreased less
than one percent over last year, ac-
cording to published reports.
Preliminary and unofficial figures
show some 126,077 full and part time
students nrolled in the state's public
and private oolleges , this fall. Final
enrollments last year had the totals-at
124,984.
"We expect the final enrollment to be
close-1d last year's," Raj Spencer with
Murray State said today.
Spencer said that because state
universities were required to report
enrollments to the Kentucky Council on
Higher' Education two months earlier
this year compared to last year,
comparative figures will be erroneous.
But, Spencer reported that excluding
Eagle University enrollment both
years, current MSU preliminary
enrollment is down about six percent
compared to final enrollment last year.
"Thi difference in the figures is the
difference in time frames," Spencer
said.
Spencer said also that a 7,442 current
MSU enrollment figure Published
Monday in the Louisville Courier
Journal was a "preliminary,
preliminary" figure.
Prellithuiry figures show Murray
inside today 
-State University enrolling 5,685 full
tune studentsand._2.-t55 Part time
students in 1977. Of the 7,740 enrolled
this year, 5,685 are "in-state." An "out-
Of Slate" --bread-own Shows '748
receiving a tuition waiver, 911 enrolling
on non-tuition waiver and 94 foreign
students.
Murray State University this year
enrolled students from 45 states and 20 .
foreign countries. Some 401 blacks
enrolled in the state university this
year, according to the preliminary
figures.
"We had a drop in graduate students
from out of state in non-tuition waiver
areas due to a rate increase," Spencer
said.
Department of Transportation Predicts
Chestnut May Reopen Friday
The Kentucky Department of
Transportation expectsto restore
traffic on Chestnut Street in Murray no
later than Friday, Nov. 4, a department
spokesman said today.
The contractor on the Chestnut Street
conversion project, .Harper and
_ ArterburerPadeetilk Pawed- "'lag
concrete Friday, Oct. U. Seven days
.are normally required for it to "cure."
••••
Brad Arterburn, with the con-
struction firm, said today, "It's in their.
(DDT's) hands now. They've got .the
ball." Arterburn said the construction
firm is pouring sidewalk today. The
street will have sidewalk-on both sides.-
Arterburnsaid the DOT officials will
decide when the concrete is strong
enough to allow automobiles- to trivet
over the short stretch of roadway on the
Spencer also theorized that ,
University of Louisville drew some
potential Murray State University'
students from Jefferson County due to




A county wide meeting -el all.,
rraftebiteans will ' be held tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 at the Murray City
Hall building, South Fifth and Poplar
Streets;Murray.
All interested persons are invited to
attend, _according to Ed Thurmond,
county Republican chairman.
One Section- 12 Pages
Murray Ledger & Times Columnist M.C. Garrott today
talks about a curious stuffed animal on the desk of L. 0.
Miller of Murray. Housing Authority. Read Garrott's






















-the mid and ripper' Mile-• High -"*. UNAIScen. • ' '• • • -
iedirPttfeerielpiregiseasaw....sw•ARiatink,P.aft&
'Sports 6,7
Murray State University campus. _
"This (the reopening day) depends on
the weather to some extent," district
engineer Robert W. Hodges of the
Paducah office of the Bureau of High-
ways said.
•
-- -.Some *We, Warm days this 'weel
might allow us to gain a day and open
the street on Thursday," Hodges said
cvinracwr must 
curbing and sidewalk, Viftait work
continuing after traffic is restored, the -
DOT spokesman reiterated. "With the
work that we have left," Arterburn
said, "we'll probably keep one lane
open during the day and probably open
two lanes at night."
Hodges said, "Motorists should move
through the area carefully and_ pay
particular attention to the contractor's
flagmen."
The DOT spokesman said there will
be one delay of several hours later in
November when beams for the
pedestrian overpass are being raised.
Arterburn said the contractor has
_poured abutments for the overpass and
the "bean raising' could come welting •
the next week. Chestnut Street must be
closed while Oat work is being done by
a traiie:ronStrttellOn'Orthe pedestrian'
overpass made relocation of a short
section of Chestnut- necessary, the
spokesman said.
in response to the concern_ of local
merchants, Kentucky Governor Julian
Carroll had urged DOT to expedite the
portion of the project so holiday
-business wouldnot sullen
"An opening this early inN_ovente.r
is far better thfin early estimates had
predicted," deputy transportation
secretary Steven Reeder said.
"How fast we could move always
depended on the weather,. We were
lucky that October had -so many
pleasant days, allowing the contractor
to- work overtime effectively," Hodges
said. .
Arterburn also. - praised the
- --cooperation between DOT, This /Int and --
other-contractors- iii-the area. Daisitin •
Bridge Company delayed a concrete
pour last Friday to -insure Arterburn
would obtain adequate material to
make its pour, Arterburn said. 'This is
going better than some had thought,"
Arterburn said.
DOT in October set a,"reepening by
Thanksgiving' ,deadline on the con-
troversial project.
Calloway County Authorities Search
For Arson Suspects In Halloween Barn Fire
Authorities with Calloway County
Sheriff's Department today are looking
for suspects-in conneetion-witirm-fire
that Monday night destroyed -a Amen- -
filled with over 86,000-worth of tobacco--
on Kentucky 94 eastof Murray.
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy
Ted Alexander said today he plans to
call a state arson investigator in on the
case.
a number i of small fires at bridges and
intersections.
-.Murray Police -Monday -evening In-'- 
-vestigated a 'ember of egg and- bottle
throwing incidents, according to a
police spokesman.
The fire, about 11 p.m. Halloween
evening. .destoyed a barn on the
"Hatcher Place" &using tobacco
belongipg to D. W. Fox, Route 4,
Murray, Darrell Hopkins, iCirksey, and--'
Herman Ellis, Murray,
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart:`
merit and Calloway County FIre-Rescue
Squad Halloween night contended with
Murray Police arrested four for
driving while intoxicated, one for
illegal possessian and two for speeding,
as. both city police and. county
authorities braced for a repeat of ex-
tensive county vandalism last year.
Both city and county authorities said
that, despite egg throwing, ,fires And
vandalism, Halloween was relatively
quiet. e - '-
Alexander, said a "preliminary In-
vestigation of the barn_ fire Monday
night points to arson. He indicated
Agree\On Several Points • 6,eir
authorities have identified a car
reportedly spotted at a number of fires
throughout the county. - - -
Volunteers with • Calloway • County -
Fire-Rescue Squad spent most Of -
Halloway evening fighting everything
from the KY 94 barn fire to numerous
bridge firesaccording to a spokesman.
Other fires attributed to Halloween
pranksterism iacludeck- -1; - -
A fire- Monday , eiening burned
about 50 percent of a wood- county-
maintained bridge on a gravel readin-
the Coldwater Bottoms.-
- Four abandoned houses burned
Monday evening. Fire destroyed Three,
One about iwri-milek_araills_d____Lyzia._....
(wove, one on the Locust Grove Church
l'Idad; and one in the New Provilience
corn:minty; firemen saved another
burning structure on KY 94 about seven
miles from Murray.
--Authorities investigated -a tire fire
neer- a bridge sponging Clarks-'River
near Almo and authorities &intended
with some reported fires in the Dexter
community.
A' spokesman with Marshall County
SherifriDiapartmeniConfinnedikat44--:-
annual ritual of burning tires at the
intersection of U.S. 80 and 641 ap-
-partite/ fizzled_ Monday eveninu--"As '
" far as we know there wasn't even a tire
_burned in _Hardin," the spokesman
.kaid. Hardin _Police deputised some
egraaostailatentlbeiataremetian-plunn-
Kentucky State Pollee -and- Marshall
County 'Sheriffs iSepartnieiii, unit were "
in the vicinity, the spokesman said.
andidates Debate Issues Monday
The two candidates for mayor of
Murray in next Tuesday's general
election, Democratic nominee Melvin
Henley and Independent candidate Ed
Chrisman, agreed on several points
tsineerning city government in a debate
televised over MSU-TV cable channel
11, last night.
The debate was sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway • League of Women
Voters and was moderated by the
league's president, Ruth Howard, with.
the assistance of Rick Thomas,
president of the MSU Debate Society.
One area in which the candidates
disagreed was a possible
reorganization of the city council
committee structure. Henley indicated
that he would like to see the council
committees reorganized into five-man
committees instead of the present three
member conunittee setup.
Henley suggested that one com-
mittee, which he would label the
"public works" committee, would have
five members with each of the mem-
bers being individually responsible for
one of ' the five departments plact'd
under public works: water and sewer,
natural gas, central billing, street and
sanitation.
He suggested a similar proposal for a
"public safety" committee with two of
the five members being responsible for
the- ffredeptirtment, tiva tOr the pollee.
department and one from the budget
and finance committee. Henley added
that he felt the committee should meet
at a regularly scheduled time, just as
the council does, and suggested that the
committee meetings be held on
alternating Thursday evenings with the
regular council meetings.
Chrisman, however,saidthat he feels
Henley's proposal, especially as far a
putting the "public works" department
under one department head, would put
too much of a workload on some of the
department heads in the city.
"I think we need to have more study -
on reorganization," Chrisman said.
Both candidates said that it would be
up to the council to determine what, if
any, changes would be made in the
committee structure.
One other point of disagreement
between the candidates, was the fact
Quarter Of Kentucky
Jobs In '85 Clerical
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A quarter increase in all major occupational
of all jobs opening up in Kentucky groups except for farmers and farm
through 1985 will be in clerical or- workers, which will decrease from
cupations, a tecently published state about 100,000 in 1974 to about 68,000 in
report indicates. '1985.
The report, entitled "Kentucky Total employment is expected to rise
Occupational Outlook 1974-1985," was to 1.5 million by 1985, a 19.4 per cent
prepared by the Manpower Services increase since 1974.
Bureau of the state Department for The strongest growth rates are
Human Resources to provide inf or- projected-for clerical workers, followed
mation on future -manpower needs and by the broad categories of professional,
a basis for formulating education and managerial, service - and crafts
training decisions. workers.
"Only if the educatiqn and trainingd The report notes that the vast
individuals keeps up with the inevitable majority of jobs in clerical occupations ,
• shifts in the-economy, can we achie‘ will go to women.
both continued economic growth and The job of secretary within the
effective training," the report says clerical worker category - excluding
The report is presented as a:: legal and medical secretaries - affords
economic projection of likely future the greatest number of,. job op-
needs - not as a prediction of witatu,l; portunities in Kentucky, the _report
happen. Radical changes in nation*. says, with an estimated yearly average
4.541kieb oPPoi VI% C-O&TUMI-CANTEST_WINNERS-:Here....aLe.ihe...winner, s in the kiiirrray -
- --Pettorilsceid*-11*SrAhlF1011iiiiist, AtieaecIisiiWalgieft.6111041,14P4akeleilitisiveV-errmitv-Psittite4eilltswitevrearrwe.4orstestefSee-dreiarnpa 'tying :
report notes. • • occupations, the report cites, positions story for names and aWard1/4)
Employment levels are expected t ,) See JOBS,
Page 12, Column 4
that Henley will continue his teaching
position at Murray State Univelsity.
Henley said, in response to a question,
that his workload-and compensation at .
the university was being cut to three-
fourths of his current load to alrow him
additional time to devote to the duties 0
mayor, if elected.
Chrisman, however, maintained that
even with the workload reduction at
MSU, Henley would not be able to
devote sufficient time to the duties of
the mayor's office. Chrisman, who is
retired, pointeciout that he would look
at the mayor's job as a "full-time"
positionif elected.
Henley said that he does not feel his
teaching duties at the university will
interfer with his duties as mayor. •
See DEBATE,




Winners in the Halloween Costume
Contest sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Park have been an-
tic:nutted by park director Gary Hob=
man.
The winners in the contest, held
Monday afternoon, area.
Age 3-5 Division: Jennifer Courtney
( clown), first; Tammy Ray ( witch),
second;
Age 6-9 Division: David Outland
( Star Wars) first; Kristin Holman
(witch) second;
Age 10-12 Division: Heidi Barrett-
(Heidi) first; David Randolph (clown),
second;
.>•
Most Original:„. Bayberry Lanning
(Star Wars)- first; Michael Bucy
( ghost ) , second; William Gordon
f dev ) third; - -
Spookiest: Bryan Harrison dracula
first; Jennifer Ray witch second;
Most Attractive: Denise Randolph
(witch,( first; Dana Hohrnan Tweety
Bird) second;
Meat Enthusiastic: Jennifer Elliot
(devil in white), first ; Mike Elliott
(devil in white), second;
Mr. and Miss Halloween was
awarded to Ricky Harrison dressed as
a devil and Jennifer Courtney, a clown.
. •
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Your Individual e
Horoscope •\Ig,t10
 Frances Drake 
FOR WED-NES— DAY-, NOV EMBER2, 1977
What kind of day will
.tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign-.
ARIES -a'•;,
iMar. 21 To Apr.--2017'41- -,
Be especially cooperative
with associates. Good team
work will produce better results
- than  action7
-TAURUS -9
.Alto May 21 t  
Persistence wiltbe the key to
-advancing your personal. in-
terests. Keep trying and friends
will rally 'round and give their
support.
.
treuble7- but some-spur-of-the; 
(Jan. 21 to.Feb 19)
You may have t-o-deal- Withmoment activities launched some -odd" or unreasonable
now could have surprisingly
good resufts"- -
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 4:;)
Your judgment vindicated. A
message. from .sOmeone "in the




Oct 24 to Nov. 221 Iket.
- Plan your schedule early and
only deviate where a better-
arrangement presented or
discovered.. Apply brakes
sensibly in pleasures,- risky
activities.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. -21)
Do not go overboard in your
enthusiasms. 11)4 well before
you invest time,italents, money.
But neither_be so fearful that
you rrils4 aditantageS -and paSs
over .good buys,
CAPRICORN Ape'
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If you do not notice "small"
errors and. where you miss
GEMINI . 
chances for "little" gains, you
May M to June 21) n will probably not see the bigi 
Sometimes your im- ones. 
Be alert.,
pulsiveness• gets you into 
AQUARIUS
0
4 tiIy'24-tis Aug. 221 4124-,g
-Note'the fine points in com-
plicated matters, issues of
importance. Make statements,
decisions with partyulat care.
...Past procedures may have to be
changed.
VIRGO 140k.tk
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 7.!
Your imagination highly
— "iati1atednM white you- may-
_
not capitalize on new ideas
immediately, they should be
-highly productive in the future:
'LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -A-"
Work__ conttructtvely, .1).)41
Weer; a-novel twist into routine
to relieve Monotony and make it
more Prealing-.Noti May rengri
an old friendship.




Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Read Aquarius_ Your outlook
similar. Seek to know all you
can abnut-those with whom you
deal, th •ir feelings onvarious
subjects, kz•A express yourself
precisely but considerately.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with remarkable in-
tuition, insight and a subtle
sense of humor. Although un-
demonstrative most of the time,
you are, nevertheless, devoted
to family and friends, and will
never let them down.' Ex- ,
tremely versatile, you could
make an-outstanding success in
The-business world, where your
gift of leadership would _ be
invaluable; can -write
brilliantly, and have a talent for
acting. Also, like many others of
your Sign, you could excel in the
law (often leading to
_statesmanship and are a born
.physician. Birthdate Offlt Daniel
-Boone, Amer. frontiersman;
James K. Polk-and Warren
' Harding; U.S. Presidents. -
DO YOU WANI
A COLLEGE PROFESSOR AS A
PART-TIME MAYOR
OR
A MAYOR WHO WORKS At
OF THE TIME
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OLD GUARD RETURNS—Lacey Downey, Puryear, Tenn., a member of the 1937
Murray State football team which was honored at Saturdays Homecoming, enjoys a
laugh with a classmate, Wilson Gantt, registrar and dean of admissions at the univer-
sity, and Gantt's son, lames, Indianiapolis, Ind.
Let's-Stay Weil By FJ L Blasingame, M.D
Diabetes Runs In Families
0
0. Mr. M. R. writes that
he has several relatives
who are ' known to have r.
diabetes mellitus and that
he understands the disease
runs in families. If so, he
feels that he is more likely
to develop the disease than
a person who has no his-
tory of diabetes in his fami-
ly. He asks what he can do
to prevent his developing
-diabetes.
A. It is an established
medical fact that diabetes
mellitus is an inherited
disease and that it is more -
prevalent in certain fami-
lies. .,About 10 rntIlion _
Amencans have diabetes,
and about one family in
three has a member who is
a diabetic person.
The more severe form of
diab'etes mellitus appears
in early life, and the milder
vai iety usually shows up
after 40 years of age. Tile
latter forrn_is often_ con- •
trolled by dieting. toting'
weight and keeping it
down.
The most important way
-to prevent developing die=
betes is to - remain fit
through 'regular exercise
and to maintain your
weight near normal.
If you have not done so, I
suggest that you xpnsult
your physician about a
checkup and laboratory
studies to see-if you have a
significant tendency to dia-
betes and follow his
advice.
The Use of Microwave
Ovens by Pregnant Women
0: Mrs. C. W., who is in
her late twenties, learned
rccatly. that. she is. pre-%,
kanint and wants to IMO/
if it is safe for her to use a
microwave oven in routine
cooking. She has heard
that the micrqraves from
the oven might be danger-
ous to unborn babies.
A. Experiments with
lower animals ( chick em-
bryos- and insects t have
been inconclusive but sug-
gestive that adverse ef-
fects On the chromosomes
are possible from mi-
crowave irradiation. Un-
der these testing  condi-
tions, theexposure to irra-
diation. was much heavier
than -Would-take place Linz
der'average home use of a
microwave oven.
Admittedly, the state of
our accurate knOwledge of,
the effects of electromag-
netic radiation is made-
CRISP CABBAGE SALAD
Deltetotii- fruit fliv`orS
combined ,,,with the fresh
crispness of California
walnuts gives this refreshing
salad its zesty taste. Combine
one small head red cabbage, _
finely -shredded; three
medium oranges peeled and
sectioned; two apples, cored
and grated; one-fourths cup
chopped chives; one cup
coarsely chopped, toasted
walnuts and one-fourth cup
orange juice in a bowl. Season
to taste. Toss to mix. Chill
well. Just right for a buffet or
serve individually on crisp
_lettuce leaves, make about
eight servings.
• TARTAR SAUCE TANG
For a switch from regular
tartar sauce, try mixing equal
parts of mayonnaise and sour
cream with minced anchovies,
chopped chives, parsley, lime
juice and tarragon white wine
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Fres Parking In Now
A Fall Festival and Pot-
pourri.will be hold by St. Lao's
Catholic Church Women's
Guild on Friday, November 4,
at Gleason Hall, -Mirth
Twelfth and Payne Streets,
Murray.
Eleanor D'Angelo, general
chairman will be assisted by
many persons for the events
with the doors to open at seven
- •
Serving as chairman of the
Country Kitchen, featuring
bakery --goods -and home
canned food with -recipes
attached, will be Marge
Gar1a011.-. _ „.,.
Penny Cappock will have
many indoor plants, cacti,
_iicranie hangers, flower
pots, etc., for sale for her
area.
In charge of special gifts
and jewelry including Julie-
krises and surprjse packages
senile_ Marcella Bung.
The Christmas table will be
supervised by Mrs. Santa
Claus (rsithering  Cappock)
-with.--ideas for ---Christmas
decorations and gifts.
ANNING fyENT—Planning for the fall festival and
Potpourri by the St. Leo's Catholic Church Women's
Guild are, left to right, Theresa Ilarke, Marge tarland,
Penny Cappoclo Eleanore D'Angelo, general chairman,
and Mary Gertzen, guild president. The activities will
start at seven a.m. on Friday, November 4, at Gleason
Hall, North 12th ind Payne StreetseMurray..
— Carter Pirects Program ill
Elm Grove Baptist Womert's Meet
Lavine Carter directed the
program on "Baptists In
Secular' Eurotie" it- the
meeting-of the Baptist Women
of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church held October eleventh
at ten a.m. at the church with
twelve members present.
Other persons assisting
Mrs. Carter in the program
presentation were Tennessee
Outland, Bobbie Burkeen,
Juanita Lee, and Jimmie Lee
October 18. Those visiting the
residents at Fern Terrace .to
take the flowers were Jimmie'
Lee Carmichael; Lavine
Carter, Juanita Lee, June
Crider, Bobbie Burkeen,
Letha Cossey, Tennessee
Outland, Nova Cohoon, and
Flay-CaldwelL
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, November 8, at
1:30 p.m. at the church.
The main feature of the
festival will be an array of
theatrical apparel and
clothing os consignment.
Theresa Burke. will be
chairman of this booth.
The Potpourri table will
have many interesting ar-
ticles for sale including white
elephant items, games, toys,
books, magazines, etc. Other
itemslor sale Will be clothing,
shoes, and accessories.
The public is invited to
attend the epee-Jai event,








Choose from Keepsake duets,
trios and solitaires all hand-
' seinekv-displayed. :ViSit _our





4 113 S. 4th
Murray
Mow Imo 0100 to 010,000 toot, M.,t R.
June Crider gave the Put a littleCarmichael.devotion and read the
scripture from Hebrews 6:12- 0
. Maupin. , .
'Mil-died Cook' and Hilda S1
20. Prayers were led by zzie -into your
The president, Bobbie
DEAR ABBY. My problem is my wife. She c 
Burkeen, presided 
withould be a
nice-looking woman but she doesn't care how 
she leeks, reports given by Juanita Lee,
She-never dresses up-anymore and I'm tired-of seeing her secretary; and Letha Cossey,
in the same sloppy jeans, ratty sweater and run-dow /1...treasurer. The meeting was
sandals.-She doesn't even look clean to me. I'm ashamed to closed with Bobbie Burkeen
- and Juanita Lee singing
Abby, do you think it's possible to make a silk purse out.."Teach Me To Pray."
of a sow's ear? Others present were Nerene
DISGUSTED Thomas, Eunice Shekell, and




Planned At Gleason Hall
quate. However, no cur-
rent evidence conclusively
indicate„..s. that under condi,.
Udnsof routineuusage such
radiation causes defects in
the human fetus. Such
effects, if any, would be
more likely in the early
weeks of pregnancy. Since
such defects are also
caused by virus infections,
drug use, or other chemi—
cal and physical cames, as
well as simple chanct er-
rors in development, it is'
difficult to be-certain-of the-





tions try-to-see to it -that-
leakage of microwaves
from ovens is minimal and
at safe levels when oper-
ated properly. Make sure
that your oven is in good





197' The 0,,,a; i-bune N V News SY,J Ic
Nova Cohoon. .
DEAR DISGUSTED, If you could (which I doubt(, A luncheon was served at
where could you take a sow with one ear and a silk purse? noon with the group making -
Sorry, but you married the whole sow.
flowers in the afternoon to be •
taken to Fern. Terrace onDEAR ABBY: My husband held a very important
position at a bank. Last week he was fired -because a
woman customer told his boss that my husband had made a STOP THAT SNACK
pass at her. (Instead of being "fired," they asked for his People give many excuses
for skipping breakfast.
Studies indicate that persons
Who skip breakfast choose
mid-or late-morning snacks
mgh irt- calories- relative to
other nutrients. This is one
reason it's especially im-
portant for people who are
trying to lose weight to eat a
good breakfast.
resignation so it wouldn't appear on has work record.4
They refused to_tell my husband (or me) who the woman
was. My husband swears that he didn't meke a pass at
anybody. I called his boss, arid he assured me that my
husband had propositioned this woman. Abby, my husband
is a 'fine, man; it's hard to believe he's guiltr-of these
charges.
I have tried to get this out of my mind, but I just can't. I
must find out who the woman is so. I can confront her and
get to the bottom of this.
What do you advise?
ILL AT EASE
. ,•06,
DEAR ILL: If your husband was fired on the basis of a
false accusation, and if his record at the bank is otherwise
above reproach, he should retain a lawyer. Whether or not
your husand is rehired, he has a right to protect his good
name.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you from the bottom of my heart
for publishing all those letters from women who admitted
that they didn't enjoy sex all that much. I thought maybe
there was something wrong with me until I heard that lots
of women felt the same iff-ffy.
I raised four children (all married now), and my husband
and I have really had a good marriage. But as far as sex is
concerned, I have been living a lie for 25 years. I have
never really enjoyed sex. but I have learned to fake it so
well, believe it or not, my husband thinks I'm oversexed!
NO NAME, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: According to my mail, if all the
women who deserve an Academy Award for convincing
performances were placed end to end, they'd reach
Masters, and Johnspres in St. Louis. 1,
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teenagers Want to
HIEW," send 5.1 .to Abigar-Saa-Bitrepi LliPki Dr.* -:-
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a king,




-Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and beep-fried
to a golden brown. Served$4. with your cpoice of












*How To Hang Wallpaper
*How To Choose Wallpaper
*Questions You Might Have About
Wallcovering Will Be Answered
THURSDAY, NOV. 3 - 2 O'Clock
BEL-A1R DECO STORE
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Tuesday, November 1
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women willmeet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. M.C. Garrott at ten
a.m., Dorothy _ with  Mrs.
Case Parker at 10-:30 a.m.,
and Bea Walker with Mrs.
Charles Hale at 7:30 p.m. - -
Parents of Murray
Preschool Corporation will
-meet at- 730 p.M.--at-- MSU
Early Childhood Center with
Dr. Stephen Sheehtman as
-41991T-Igneaker- 
Tuesday, November 1
Murray 1.401111 Club. Radio
Auction will be from 6:30 to
11:39 p.m. over Radio Stations
WNBS-WAAW.
Murray State Reader's
Theatre will present "To
London and Rome" at eight
it Bank of Benton at seven a.m-
p.m. with Reita Moody, Nature's Palette Gardenchaplain at Western Baptist 
Club will meet at the EllisHospital, Paducah, as Coaununity Center at 1:30
p.m. in the Student Center
,Auditorium, with admission 75
cents per person.
Wednesday, November 2
Training lesson on "How
—Food Affects Health" for
Calloway Homemakers will be
At County Extension at ten
Thursday, November 3
American Diabete-s Club
will meet at First
Presbyterian Church at seven
p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at




Ministries to Families of-and
to Retarded Citizens will be at
First United Methodist -
Church, Murray, from three to
all p.m. All interested persons-
are welcome to particIplitr
and a nursery will be
provided.
speaker. Friday, November 4p.m. with the lesson on Fall Festival and Potpourri, BACKYARD MUSIC PARTY-The mtisie students of Mrs. Linda Wright and their
"Making Nut Rings" and
- Murray Assembly by._ st. _ Lees jamilies_ were wen* invited to the home of ,m__W_right in Qaks_biates for_.- No:-- It—Genii-4 Fergerson hostess - -9Pemeredas
Order of the Ftainbow forGirlis ----- Cathelle--Chureh-Wernefrts-- -fellowship-and entertainment -Students- in- attendance induded Stacey Willett, Terri
will meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hal
• Delta Department, Murray
.- Woman's Club, will meet in
,..",the downstairs of the club
ouse at 7:30 p.m. with Rep.
Kenneth Imes as speaker.
- • Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet on
main floor of the club house at
7:30 p.m. with program by
Murray High School Stage
Band.
Are You Serious? Do you











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 mies. Turn right on
280. Folow 280 for 7 miles
past Bonner' s Grocery. Take
blacktop infer 'Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then
left and you have -ariked.
Tt4e. 435-5483.
will meet atoeven p.m. at the
Church.
at the Dexter Community
Mission groups of Flint 
Center.
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p.m., et_tplichurch.
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will continue from
6:30 to 11:30 p.m. over Radio
Stations WNBS-WAAW.
Thursday, November 3
Radio Auction by Murray
Lyons Club will continue over
WNBS-WAAW from 6:30 to
11:30 p.m.
*
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens.
Faculty recital by Carl
Rogers, baritone, and Thomas
Baker, pianist, ..will begin at
8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital




SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC.
To










Distinctively Magnavox —in styling and perform-
ance—this outstanding value automatically brings
you eye-pleasing pictures in any light.., plus
brilliant color on its Precision In-Line Tube, and
the reliability of a 100% solid4tate chassis.
11140
Reg. $499.00 SALE1$39wYouHuUt
,Only 7 To Sell
in graphic design
and photography by Vicki
Masden, Louisville, and an
exhibit in drawing by Rodney
Flint, Paducah, will be on
display at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, through November 16.
Saturday, November 5
Rummage sale will continue
today dt the Dexter Com-
munity Center by the Dexter
Homemakers Club.
Guild, will start at seven a.m. McCord, Diana Wever,..Wendy Lovett, Lonnie Hays, Leslie Erwin, Cindy flazzell, Trace*
at Gleason Hall _North i2th Eidgedgo,_Angs_Hascoult_Bick*-tiarrison, Robbie Marquardt. -Ii,-- tinn
Chernr- CGriler —40* aint-Paytte Street:1v- — 'Ildiedge, and,Deilise Raiitapti:' Performers it the alternoini party v-4*-eie
Lynn Eldredge, Ana Harcourt, cindy Bazzeli, Wendy Lovett, Diana Weber, and Terri
McCord.  _ _
Planfied Ilere F
World Community Day will
be celebrated by Church
Women United of Murray and
Calloway County on Friday,
November 4, at ten a.m. at the
First Christian Church,.-
Mtirray,'.according' to Terry-
Mullins, prtsident of the CWU,
Featured speaker for the
program will be Walter L.
Apperson, chairman of the





Walls, injured in motorcycle
accident, will be held at old
Faxon School building, just off
Highway -04-gaiketarting at
seven p.m: Cotmtryand gospel
music will be featured.
Seventh annual Chemistry
Scholarship , Tournament,
sponsored by Department of
Chemistry and Student Al- •
filiates of the Amerieln
Chemical Society, will be held
from-nine a.nintil noon in
Room 320 orthe Blackburn
Science Building, MSU. This
program is open to high school
Students only:
Bluegrass State C.B. Club
convention will be held in
Beshear gymnasium, from
five p.m. to elem p.m.
Community- workshop on
Ministries to Families- of-and_ _
to Retarded Citizens will
continue at the First -United
Methodist Church from eight. _
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. All in-
-tereste persons are welcome
to participate arid a nursery
will be provided.
Murray Stage Band
To Ptay FoF Kappas-
A special program will be
presented by the Murray High
School Stage Band tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. for the
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club on the
main floor of the club house.
Hostesses for the evening
will be Mrs. Howard Steely,
Mrs. Andrew Batts, Mrs.
Donald Brock, Mrs. Mac Fitts,
Mrs. A. R. Hatcher, Mrs.
Charles Hoke, and Mrs. Jim
Stahler.
CHANGE OF PACE
Look to variety meats to add
interest to family meals at
bargain prices. With liver,
heart, kidneys, sweetbreads,
tongue and tripe to choose
from, the menu possibilities
are many. While most of these
meat cuts are low in price,
they're high in nutritive value.
Variety meats are excellent




special mention as it is a





publisher of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Special music ‘vill be
presented by the Rev. Ron
Hampton, associate pastor
and minister of music of
Chiirth.
The theme of this year's
World Community Day is
"Heart Change--Global
-Change" which focuses on
reaching out with changed
hearts -to -the-unfree .-people-
throughout the comnimi
nation, and the wo1d by
striving for unity and world
peace, Mrs. Mullins said.
Serving on the committee
are Corinne Henry, Maggie
Woods, Lucille Potts, Mary
Gertzen, Hilda Whitnell, Nell
Eaton, Lillian-. Gravek- -
Terry Mullins.
PRESENTS PROGRAM - Jere Parkins, left, owner of
The Tree of Life in the Dixieland Skipping _Center, ___
discusses natural foods with Kathryn Outland at the
regular meeting of the Welcorne Wagon Newcomers • '-
Club held October 13 in the library of the First Christian _f;.
Church, in the top_picture. Mrs. Parldns gave an in-
teresting and informative talk on the nufritional value of
natural foods and hots they relate to good health. In the
bottom ilicture are Leone Travis, left, and Marilyn Miller,
right, selected as Member of the Month for, October
"add September respectively by tfre Welcome Wagon-
Club with reach being presented with a red Jose. Ann
McKeil, president presided at the business session.
Plans were made for various activities for the month of
November and all members were encouraged to par-
ticipate in the January Mothers' March of Dimes, the
„dub's annual community project
See Marione Major
Trove Consultant
Fikit LANDS TRAVEL AGEtICI
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR REN ALS,
ALL YOUR TRAM NEEDS.
Charge by us.









tober 12 from the Community
Barletta Wrather, retired
County Agent in home
omics and former teacher
of home economics, will
present the program on "Let's
Talk Turkey-Using Herbs"
at the meeting at the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman'i 16" be" Ned
Thuraday„ November a, at
1:30 p.m. at the club house.
The hostesses will be
Christine Rhodes, . Fame
Alexander, Clovis Jones,
.Yerda. McCoy, _Mimi Jordan,
and Mary Miller.
The Delta Department ot.
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Tuesday ) at
7:30 p.m. in the downstairs
auditoriurii-of the club house
with Rep. Kenneth C. Imes as
the guest speaker, according
to Mrs. Walter Baker,
program chairmsit,
Hostesses will be Mrs. Helen
Bennett, Mrs. Walter Baker,
Mrs. C. B. Ford, Mrs. Terrrll
Johnson: and Mrs. Raymond
Tidwell__ 
At the October fourth
_meeting the department met
at Enix Interiors for a special
program -cia_ !!.Docorating
-Trends" with Mrs. Henry
Warren as program chair-
man. The group later met at
the club house for the business
meeting and refreshments by
the hostesses who were Mts.
Hugh L. Oilltiey,- Miss Sue
Fairless, Mrs. E. B. Howton,
Miss Frances Sexton, Wt.
Thage Uddberg, and Mrs.
Eugene Tarry.
EILY1LUI4.0 & PRINTED
irvirrow ROtt. PIP COUPCP".
5x7 COLOR
Enlargement 89,
M.kDf *ROM A..Y SLIDE OR LOW& NF(.. STIVE
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Imagine! An Ethan Allen -
Extension Table and Four
Mates Chairs $299s° Reg.
), • ..
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Pentagon; , giving ammunition. to
Capitol Hill critics of the Carter defense
policy.. The new strategic arms
limitation agreement (SALT II) being
negotiated in Geneva becomes more
vulnerable than ever la criticism that it
gives. the Soviet Ugicaka dangerous
advantage.
A Defense Department spokesman
.told us there was no computer study
made and that there will be "live" tests
of the Tomahawk. But our sources at
-the Pentagon reaffirmed in detail the'
story of the cruise missile crisis.
The President's unexpected decision
against 13-1 praductibn transformed the
cruise missile from a theater to a global
weapon. The Tomahawk, the only
existing cruise missile, was developed
Looking Back
as a sea-launched weapon but even- scheduled threugh next April at the
ttiat "Me • existing- -U.S.-- tusilY ba--lasilchad- tr-ont tlea.sY. Claes, Lake- and .-agat Maga naval teat
cruise missile would not have.a chance
to, penetrate the Soviet Union's
sophisticated defense system, a
revelation acutely embarrassing to
President Carter and threatening to the
prospective SALT II agreement. *-7
The studies, conducted jointly- over
the summer by a private contractor -
:and the Pentagon, found that a
scheduled '"live" test would result in
the Tomahawk cruise missile being
shot down by U.S. defenses. Con-
sequently, the Defense Department
some two weeks ago cancelled the
"live" test and substituted a "dead" or
simulated test. That was ,intended to_
sidestep severe einbarrassment for the
weapon which became strategically countries. If the Tomahawk cannot get
truciaTraten Mt.-Carter-shelved the 81 - -Past , the SA-3, ivhat chance 
mould_ it
bomber. • -have against the far mote advanced
But word has filtered out of-the Soviet SA-10 now guarding the Russian
homeland? T
The decision was made, to scrub the
1ive"..test, firing the Tomahawk but,
not actually dispatching the Hawk
surface-to-air missile—thereby 'saving
the glamor. weapon the indignity of
being Shot &aim Instead, the test Will
be simulated -via compUter-ina--"dead"
test.
Rep. Jack Kemp of New York, an
imikrtant Reputirtan voice op defense,
plans to take the House floor to accuse
the DefenseDepartment of "rigging' a
test. At the least, experts believe a
simulated test always poses the tern-
- ptatienof self-deception. 
• Actually, there have been precursors
of the Tomahawk's vulnerability. The
radar of the F-15 fighter has picked up a
Tomahawk in flight. Testing the
Tomahawk against radar aircraft
• 10 Years Ago
Capt. Dan R. Pugh, son of Mrs. Elrita
Carr and grandson of Mrs. Rob Lamb of
Murray, is serving With .the Signal
Corps in Vietnam. --
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ida Bell
Blanton.
The Annual Quad State - Choral'
Festival featuring 320 singers
representing 60 high schools in Ken-
'Welty , Tennessee, Missouri, and Illinois
will be held at Murray State University
on November 6. Representing Calloway-
County High will be Cathy Harris,
Sheila Erwin, Jet= Winchester,
Shirley Bazzell, and Gary Adams with
Lucinda Darnall as their director.
Representing • Murray High will be-
Susan Nance, Linda Darnell, Linda -
Willoughby, Lloyd Weatherly, Tim
McKee, Steve Britton, and Mark
Russell with Joan Bowker as their
director.
Miss Linda West, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert West, was married to
Wayne ( Butch) Thompson, son of Mrs.
'Euple Thompson and Ronald Thom-
pson, on October 21.
Births reported include a girl,
Andrea, to Mr. and Mia.--Joe Thornton
on August 29.
20 Years kgo
Sgt. First Class Arlin L. Crisco is a
member of the First Calvary Division
in Korea.
- Sara Jones -King, daughter of-Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Jones, has been named as
-football queen of Murray High School:
Her attendants are Kay Parker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Parker, and Diane Elkins, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Elkins.
The First District Federation of
-Women's Club met at the Murray
Woman's Club House on October 29
:With Mrs. W. C. Cruse, Jr., Kentucky
:president, BS SPeaker, according to
:Mrs. John E. Kiritsey, district gover-
:nor, and Mrs. J. I. Hosick, Murray dab
:president.
; J. C. Maupin is pictured with the 200
:pound twenty point fallow deer he got
with a bow and arrow about one-fourth
:bine south of Hunter's Lake northwest
:•Iif the National Refuge headquarters.
Field's bacon is advertised at 43 cents
:per pound in the ad for Parker's Super
Market this week.
30 Years. A'go
President Ralph H. Woods has an-
:;liounced that a contract for con-
ifstruction of a new science building at
SMurray State College has been ten-
,.ftatively awarded to George W. Kat-
_ .-terjohn & Son, Paducah.
t Hall Hood, the Rev. T: H. Mullins,
...:;and Dr. Hugh McElrath presented the
program at the meeting of the Murray
- -7-Rotary Club.
•. Roman Prydalkevytch, violinist and
;:member of the Murray State College
:music faculty, willpresent a concert at
Wesley Foundation Vespelis at the First
:.Methodist Church on November 2. His
•Ydaughter, Hannah, will be his kw-
",
f„companist.
James Overcast of Hazel has been
named as pledge advisor for Phi Kappa
Psi fraternity at the University of
* '4. • -;
.The Morris family t'eunion was neld
7.: October 28 atothetorne of Mr. an Mrs.
'7.*--flotitlas V andylte:
_LissagsailaarkiaNsifitairairrwwwwwv •4v
Retail I Display Advertising 
Circulation-. 
LNews and Sports IWpt
bombers. As such, it is now a critically - sites in California now becomes the
important U.S. strategic weapon. source of apprehension at the Pen-
The Tomahawk was to be tested- --began,
beginning Dec. 6 at Nellis Air Bast in Although the cringe missile team-has
Nevada against the U.S. Hawk air boasted that their weapon presents
defense system on a "live" basis—the radar a cross-section the size of a
surface-to-air missiie_ _actually, seat seagull, that may be too big. Further
against the cruise missile (Which would reducing the cross-section or irk-
be launched from a slow-flying air- creasing the missile's-..speed woula
craft r. But the computer studies require major changes.- Nor is there
showed that the Hawk radar would room on the cruise missile for anit-
locate the Tomahawk and a-surface-to- radar countermeasures; the
air Hawk missile would shoot it down. miniaturized motor and warhead take
The implications ate unnerving. The up all the limited space.
Hawk is similar to the Soviet SA-3 "I'm very much afraid," one
system, which the Russians conside;o, -technical Tcpert told us,. "that the
-obsolete and Peddle' to their client - 'Missile -Is-- abOut one vieTtikti -
generation away from being able to
penetrate Soviet defenses." _Other_
experts believe a swarm of-Tomahawks
c-ould. overrun. Soviet _air defenses; bat
that would require thousands of cruise
misslies, a number neither Planned for
production. nor_ permitted under_ the
proposed SALT H treaty.
Yet, without a B-1 bomber,- Soviet
superiorityiln heavy missiles would
provide attl the more lopsided' a
strategic advantage if the Cruise
missile cannot penetrate Soviet
defenses. Therefore, even though it lost
the fight for the RI, the- Air Force is
desperate for a penetrating bomber and
is pushing for a remodeled FB-111 (the
old TF X ) as a substitute.
In the absence- of a- penetrating
bomber. the Tomahawk's ability to get
by even obsolete LS._ defenses is ofthe
most intense interest. If it cannot passe
• live" test, the creditibility of the





II % Ardor I ttrini 11
rolit Erosion
NEW YORK ( AP ) — Manufacturing
companies kept as profit less- than a
Of every saliS'aollar in 1957. In
1967 the return was an even nickel, and
-the first half of this year it 'Wag-Close to
51/2 cents.
Measured anorer way, as a per-
centage of Shareholder money invested,
these companies earned ' after-tax
profits of 10.9 per cent, 11.7 per cent and
14 per cent, respectively, for the same
periods. -
While profit rates are now settling.
down_ again,. American, corporations,
earned at the rate of ,more than $100
billion a year, alter taxes, through
much ofthe current year.
Why then do we hear about-the
erosion of profits?
Because of the distortion of numbers
that do not, tell of inflation's
devastation, says Arthur Burns. When
companies seek to replace their
inventories and rebuild theinplants, the
truth Wilt become' obvious, he Suggests.
Harold Williams, chairman of the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
also T3lieves the big profits now being
reported are deceptive. They are
'dangerously low" he has been
reported as saying.
And Jack Carlson, vice president-and
economist of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, agreeing
with Burns and Williams, observes that
corporations have been unable to
replace theft worn physical assets.
The illusion, as Burns, chairman of
the Federal Reserve calls it, is that we
decline to recognize the vast changes
inflation has produced in costs. He
maintains plants cannot be replaced at
the prices we list for such expenses.
As an example of that, Burns told an
audience in Spokane, Wash., last week
that the replacement of plants and
inventories for last year alone came to
;50 billion more than.corporations were
able to claim for tax purposes.
Miirray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I, Apperson
R Gene McCutclwon
The Murrav ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, Ntw Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, - Inc., .103 N. 4th Si,
Murray, My 42t Second Clan Prvitarte Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RAMS In areas served by
carriers, $250 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Renton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, To $17 50 per
year By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year,
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association annouthern Newspaper-Publishers
Association, -
The Associated Press ik exclusively-entitled to
republish lOCAi news originated by The Murray
hedged, llamas well as all other Al' news.
TEI.EpHONE, NUMBERS





Some $36 billion of that, he said, was
the - amount by which depreciation
charges fell short Or replacement costs.
The rest came from shortfalls in our
estimates or What it took to 'replace
depleted inventories.
A situation such as that, business
leaders point out, is akin to an in-
dividual living off the stored fat of the
body. Unless the body is corpulent —
and the industrial body is not, they say
— the body's machinery will slow to a
.. The. remedy, , said Burns, would in-
clude a tax cut. As Matters stand, he
and those of similar viewpoint say,
business cannot afford to keep its plant
and machinery up to _date and keep
abreast of other expenses.
Bible Thought
Now. 1 tell you before it come,
that, when it is come to pass, ye
may believe that I am he. John
13:19. .
You don't have to believe a
prophet, but when things come
true as He said you really ought to
admit it.
Isn't It The Truth
It is difficult, if not impossible, to find
reasOns for giving good grades for
performance to our present Congress.
It is likely, therefore, that its record
may not appear on any page of history,
even as a punctuation mark.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Edilotials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the pul-pose of
providing a forum' for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
_ We at The Murray Ledger &
Times' strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readOs.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who, do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by pn
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
Vi the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
• dr*atherectwetivie-en-whalever-4hat-




'Old Jim' Ends Up
As A Stuffed Ferret
By M. C. Garrott
On L. D. Miller:s desk at. the Murray,
Housing Authority office on Nash Drive
is 'a little stuffed- animal. ItiS
about 12 inches long and has a skinny, 8-
inch tail.
"Where did you get the Weasel?" I
asked L. D. as if I knew something
about wildlife. -
"That's not a weasel," he replied as if
anyone could plainly see it wasn't a
weasel. itts too big for a weasel."
"What is it them?" I asked. I knew it
wasn't a mink, having seen some of
them on occasions — alive and on foot.
It was too small for a mink.
-That's Old Jim, and he's a ferret,
P. shav Thgrl 14121'W*41,Q140_1.7.1)
me that the ferret is one of the most
vicious species of little animals there is
They are used a lot out 'west to help
ranchers hunt prairie dogs, and they've
been known to kill animals many times
larger than they.
Then he went on to tell rne how Old
happened to wind-up mounted and
on his desk at the Murray Housing
Autlarity office.
-44:
Old Jim was dead when L. D. found
him July 4, 1971, on the Rock House
Creek- bridge --way out on North 16M
Street. He apparently had been hit and
',Allied  by a car. -
'He was in pretty good shape,
thongli„ L."1:1'!" said. "I really didn't"
know at the time what kind of animal it
was, but figured it was one native to
this part of til(country.
• -So," he went on, "I gave it to
Lawrence .Philpot to send off and have
mounted for the exhibit over in the
Information Center in the Land Bet-
ween the lakes. Lawrence didn't know
what it was either, but he carefully
packed it and mailed it to the LBL's
taxidermist at the University of
Georgia."
A couple months later, the stuffed
animal came back, beautifully _
mounted amid some leaves and twigs
symbolic of its natural habitat. They
couldn't use it, though, in the LBL
exhibit, Lawrence told L. D., because it
had turned out to be a ferret and ferrets
aren:t native to the LBL area.
Not knowing what else to do with it, L.
D. simply put it on his desk where it has
been for some six years now.
+++
How did it get the name "Old Jim"?'
About two years after the ferret
became a fixture at the Housing
Authority office, James Futrell, who is
in the real estate business here and
whose offices are in the remodeled
house just south of Lovett Brothers'
service station on South 4th -Street,
happened to be in L. D.'s office.
Spying the mounted ferret on the
desk, he exclaimed, "Why, that's Old
Jim! Where did you get him?"
It turned out Old Jim had been one-of
two ferrets the Futrell family had had
as pets, and Jaines recognized filth
small patch of white on his neck.
Someone had unthinkingly left their




utrells never knew what hap-
penaepde
to them until the one, Old Jim,
turned up on L. D.'s desk. Nothing ever
was heard of the other one.
-There has never been any doubt that
this is Old Jim," L. D. chuckled,
stroking the little creature's head.
"James recognized him in a second." -
' +++
Auburn Wells has corrected
something I had written in connection
with my visit a few weeks ago withCarl
Fatside) Rowland.
Fatside, who has seen just about
every Murray State home football
game ever played, had told me that
Auburn, as the kicker for the Murray
State football team in the 1920s could
"kick it out of sight, but you had to give
him 15 or irseconds to kick.-
"That wasn't me," Auburn politely
enlightened me. "I never tookLnaore
than bye or six seconds to get a punt off
in my life, and I' never had one blockqd
in four years of kicking. Fatside was
pounds and had a brother, Tommy, who
also was on the team. They were from
Dyershurg,Tenn.
"Fatside Was right," Auburn
laughed. "Robert could kick one out of
sight if you gave him plenty of time, but
he had to take four or five steps before'
he would boot it. Our big problem
beside protecting him was keeping him
from going past the line of scrimmage
before he would kick."
Auburn played at Murray State in
1924, 1925, 1926, skipped 1972, and
wound up in 1928 when the team went




, By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 1, the 305th
day of 1977. There are 60 days left in the
year. .
Today's highlight in history-:
' Oh this date in 1952, the United States
surplodeci. the first hydrogen-bomb, at -
Eniwetok Atoll in the Marshall Islands. ̀
On this date:
In 1755, an earthquake-killed 60,000
persons in Lisbon, Portugal.
In 1765, a gr.oup_of American colonists
. defied British royal governors as the
1 . London government tried to enforce 4
stamp act.
In 1788, the U.S. Continental
'Congress, which had first met in 1774,
was adjourned.
8oge In 1864, the U.S. Post Office
iqtroduced postal money orders.
In 1940, British bombets hit Naples,
Italy, for the first time in World War II.
In 1950, two Puerto Rican nationalists
ifitCr Blair Hp use-
in Washington • in an attempt to
.-_assasainate President -Harry
Truman, One of them was 'killed by
guards,
.Ten years ago: President Lyndon.
Johnson told a news conference that
war protestors were no help in tryingto
bring peace to Vietnam.
Five years ago: Sen. George
McGovern, the Demikrratic
.presidential candidate, accused
President Richard Nixon of making
"undercover deals" with big business
to ensure his re-election..
' One year ago: Americans went to the
polls to choose between President
Gerald Ford 'and Jimmy' Carter of -
Georgia.
Today's birthday: Opera singer
Victoria de los Angeles is 53 years old.
Thought- for today: Liberty means
responsibility. That is why most men—





Poet Robert Southwell said in the 16th
Century that: "He that high growth on
cedars did bestow-Gave also lowly
mushrumps_leave to grow:" 
.
. Tell that to the French and Italians in
the 20th-Century. The Freneit, it seems,
are incensed that Italians, are swap
Ming to a choice mushroom-growing
region in France and snipping
mushrooms even before the French
awaken. .
Atlding insult to injury, the Italians
aren't even eating the mushrooms
themselves because they are too
valuable. Instead, they are selling them
back to France for as much as $25 per
pound.
"The flight of mushrooms," reports
Le Matin, the Nice newspaper, "could
lead to a culinary and economic
disaster."
At the risk of bringing the ire of
French mushroom lovers on our heads.
We admit some sympathy for the
Italians. They haven't been accused of
good planning, industtioUsness and
execution of strategy too often lately.
And anybody who is at a mushroom
field 50 to 60 miles from his home at
daybreak shouldbe encouraged.
However, one should never un-
derestimate the wrath of a mushroom
lover scorned. We have no doubt that
the mushroom cloud hanging over
French-Italian relatidns is a genuine
threat to peace.
As such, it should have a place on the
Low Down
13,. Jot (; 1)
UnitecfNations agenda, well ahead of
the annual down-with-Israel resolution.
0+0
You can't laugh Year way tO health, '
. but it sure helps. This is the cipinion of a
- group of doctors and Psychologists who
say that laughter — "openly and
heartily' indulged" has eight health
benefits.
This happy appraisal is detailed in
the current (November) issue of
Science Digest, and includes the fin-
dings of such authorities as Dr. Rose L
Coser, professor of Health Sciences at
the State University of New York, Dr.
Jacob Levine, Yale's School. Of
medicine, and Dr. Herman Ryber, an
Omaha, Nebraska psychologist.
FolloWing are the eight specific
benefits they say laughter brings:
— Laughter benefits the flings I
— Mara the respiratory System
—.Provides a healthful -emotional -
outlet
— Provides an opportunity to
discharge superfluous energy
— Combats boredom
— Alleviates "social constipation"
— Helps to combat shyness, tension,
woffry —
—- Enables mankind to beguile the
present in the same way that time dims
tragedies or hope brightens the future.
Summing it up, says Science Digest






SENATOR 0.G. HATCH letter follows):
(Utah )"...Widespread support is Dear Sir. It is my understanding that
mounting' for Senate Resolution 242 to the Internal Revenue Serivce is
head off a change in policy set in motion currently revising its policy on taxation •
by the Internal Revenue Sent' ice to tax of fringe benefits. And that the Corn-
employee fringe benefits. missioner has indicated his desire to
"The American people, of all tax employe fringe benefit% which
protessions, locales, and political would include railro•rd passes.
identification, are fed up with the heavy We are led to believe that the changes
tax burden and they are especially will become effective in-January,--1978
angry with the proposed changes the and that such changes would not
IRS has worked out to increase their requite any discussion or
taxes by means of taxing their benefits, Congressional approval.
including company insurance policies. It is of great importance becasue if
discounts, lunches, airline and railroad this is allowed, that the IRS could
privileges, and even parking spaces. conceivable tax all our fringe benefits
"I urge my colleagues to join me and creating a significant hardship on all
Senators Curtis (Nebr.), Domenici (N. railroad workers. Respectifullv sub-
Mex.), Garn (Utah), Goldwater Respectifully submitted,
(Ariz.), Hayakawa (Calif.). Helms. Myron B. Jeppson,
(N.C.), Schmitt (N. Meal, Thurmond General Chairman, International
(S.C.), Tower, (Texas), and Young (N. Brotherhood of Firemen and dilers.
Dak.), in enacting Senate Resolution ++++++++
241. • P
"I would like to share with you a Au MP'S GRASS
letter I have received form the general ROOTS COMMENT
chairman of the International If employee- benefits are taxed you
thinking about Robart Chambers." Brotherhood 41 firemen and Oilers can be sure-the neat union contract will
tro- dont, wily-5r ydirremember---$Tsteeretentittia.1*±EtatUrfinfiMOttr" --vvftert-the ta'rbitc-The-constrferwtff
Chambers. According to Auburn, he consent that Mr. .Jeptison' letter be be forced to pay for the IRS hare-
was 'about 6-foot-3, weiefed about 220 printed in the Record." (Condensed • brained scheme. -
' 4 Bar-VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
SomehOmeowners fail to con-
sider depreciabfiii when they
decide to offer'. their homes for
rent. An owner must keep a
good sum available for home
repairs and emergency proh-
  lema_
pumps, boilers and water
„ tanks. A hurricane also can do Owners of resort houses may been due merely _to faulty t- '
a lot of damage to roofs. But have such problems -corn- equipment, one ter&nt said. BuL
4.• °nee it is-little things that add Prrundeeh- A -varklrefslenants- -some-problems-May well have
up to i big cash outlay. ' throughout a season can make been due to a succession of ten-
One farnilyhad been renting a home particularly vulnerable ants whosimply did not know
their, former residence for a to disrepair and even abuse, how things worked or should be
- decade as they lived in-anoRrer- Some People are-- Untid.Y. but .utterL_Alrash.COMpaettlf-WIIS AL_
area of the country. When a va- others. simply cannot cope wih challenge that no one had ac-




















• ,4i /077C 
--- THE KEYNOTE of this ranch home is its central portion, which features-a
cathedral ceiling. This area encompasses a family dining area with glass
-doors for easyarcess-to a covered deck and a living room with- a con-
versation pit and fireplace. Plan HA1012C by Roger Taylor Panek has 1,625
square feet. For more information, write to the architect-enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 48 'west 48th St., Room 505, New York,
N.Y. 10036.
Here's How
Recycling warm air down
keeps bills from going up
Of course you're looking
for ways to savejteafing dig-
' tars this winter. Conserve





Itivn_h_ave -ever climbed a
steliTadel-117-crange a eve •
ing light tot, or reached for
something on a top eupboa4
shelf, you've noticed the
tremendous lemperature-dif 
ference between your veiling
and floor level.
'It's no wonder, the-differ 
erice-maybe WmuCh--aT2010--
-30_ clegr-e.es--HeatriscsITYWur-
Ceiling air. it loo WilrtiL'YLPW-
, floor air is too mid and the air
in between provides varying
degrees of temperature and
comfort. This is heat strat-
ification.
Raising the thermostat
- wastes more energy and
increases this heat stratifica-
Upkeep Counts in House Renting
"Yen caP'4 40-8 half-way- if 'handleto'the right; the
, you own a house. You must ei- dishwasher knob had fallen off
User do repairs regularly and and needed to be replaced; a
—keep everything-in condition dr' plastic door ghelf iu the reffig-
• you must be prepared to spend erator looked as if it had been
larger sums when you get ,smaghed with a mallet, and its
r zer  had a ck pan-
tion." That family opts for a el which didn't quite meet its .
regU!a ebeekiin When a Wise- _aidepinei. -




ceiling air down -and -dis-
charges it into the.cold -fixanr
area setting up natural con-
vection air currents. The hot
-air rises' and breaks through
the cold air layers.
The rising.air stream starts
the surrounding air in motion
.and gentle warm, air moxe-
- ments. gradually spread
ahroughout-the-entire_rooni_
By mixing the layers of air,
a more even, comfortable
room temperallLrcl1
achkved. The:4) to NY-agree
ceiling to floor difference
from before can -be reduced
Id Cot -5-Creg-ree-S. I See- dia: -
gram.) .
For example. if-you lower
tMentostal-rronto
, 65°F and the outside temper-
ature is 30°F, a savings of fuel
cost uP td 1214 percent would
be possible while maintaining
room comfort control that is
higher than the thermostat
-h6l18446..
The potential energy sav-
ings amounts 1o6 4)424 cents
per day. -The -unit is designed •
to be used in a 15 X 15 foot
room in your home.
It. is-recommended that aaround to general deteriora- f eesection ba
is renewed-.
• vacation period; they-Vow to Owners should hovelirthat-buture, too,' windows
inew_back for_a_fe,w mantas tet_eperioine_aa each thing- welProliPed PIMA wttbPieces
rind rekrbish the house.
It became an expensive fix-
up,- clean-up, paint-up, e9en
-though-tier -did -a-lot:of- the
work. Through the years they
kept. upwith appliance proll-
lems, but they assumed that
tenants were keeping the place
maintained. In reality many in-
conveniences were being toler-
ated, and maintenance had fall-
en behind. Some tenants.fear a
rent increase if they ask for
service or new equipment.
To begin with, there was a
$5,500 paint job for the 5-bed-
room house, indoors and- out-
door!. Because tio tenant-had
put up. the storm _ windows
whirl) had been in n closet
through the yeara_thatiruidows
had--taken "quite -a beating!!
and a-lot of puttying and trim
wee* had- to be done, an ex-
pensive, time-consuming job.
"And why in the world wouldn't
tenante-use-atorm--eandows-in-
these days.- Itigh-cost ener-
gy?" asked the owner. It may
not have been lazinest, it may -
well have been ignorance.
The kitchen needed a major
scrubbing, especially the ceil-
ing which was heavily coated
with grease, and three coats of
paint were needed to cover the
_dark green walls, even after
several washdowna A bath
wall needed a tile job because
tiles had fallen off during the
years-, and had not been re-
placed. Dogs may have had
free reign in the house and sev-
eral floors needed to be
scraped and refinished. Weeds
had come up around bricks. on
the large patio and a big job
was required in that area using
weed killer and realigning
bricks.
As this owner pointed out,
pasted on the appliance itself.
In one house at the end of a
renting season, there was a
non-working self-cleaning oven;
a range that didn't bake unless
---yott-were clued -to tarn -thy
By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
If you had lawn problems
after the last rugged winter,
you had tots of company. The
reasons were late killing frost
that battered newly leafed-out
plantings in some. areas, long
drought in less than customary _
places, plus other vagaries of
weather.
Autumn, according Jo ex-
perts, is the best time to repair_
Kentucky blue-grass, perennial
ryegr ass, fine fiiene beriL--
grass lawns. The grasses will
sprout well at this season of -
year and young grass will bene-
fit from the cool weather this
autumn and next spring.
Here is how Dr. Robert Sche-
ry of the Lawn Institute at
Marysville, Ohio, sees it:
It's no great burden at this
time of year to plant a new
lawn, or bolster one turned thin
and weedy during summer. Soil
tends .to be workably dry, so
that You can cultivate without _
--running into a lot of mushy
clods. Once good seed is sown
and the seed-bed soaked, it will
not dry out rapidly, what with
shorter days and- cooler-weath-
er. Other gardening activities
are less demanding; lawn /era'
lization need not be neglected,
and weed prevention practiced
now will avoid troubles next
"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace for every budget
Also we caw!
a full ine of
-Ben Franklin fireplaces
Automatic Wood Heaters '
Wood & Coal Stoves
Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
related gift items.
Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and Bank financing• ,
available. -
753-4150
of wood and tenants were -
threatened with finger injury
when they removed props and
windows crashed down. Only
the window glass took the brunt
-many of the small,„old_panes
had been smashed.
spring. It is the occasion, too,
for introducing some of the se-
lect new lawn varieties into
your turfgrass community.
' Schery advises that cultivat-
ing The soil-bed is still the fool-
proof way for starting a new
lawn, although many people
have had success simply by
scratching the soil surface with
a powered shcing machine used
for thinning thatch and or gen-
eral renovation.
Either waY..___Walit
into the soil-bed, preferably one
rich in nitrogen (at least some
of it long-iasting). • -
Some better lawn foods con-
tain ureaform (Nitroform) that
breaks down gradually under
microbial attack. Thus much-of
this food will hold over into the
next year.
Here's a recipe:
Strong formulas such as 25-6-
8 (25 percent nitrogen" 6-per-
cent phosphorus, 8 percent po-
tassium), are usually spread 4-
lbs, to the 1,000 feet, while
twice this rate is appropriate
for-a-weaker
First, grade the area, then
spread fertilizer to distribute it
For lawnieed, you'll need no
more than 2 pounds mixture to
1,000 square feet providing you
use a spreader, such as one
that whirlcasts over consider-
able territory.
The surface of a new soil-bed
should be left chunky (lumps as
large as your fingertip, says
Schery) because this provides
protective crevices where ieed,
can settle and sprout freely.
If you're renovating a lawn,
scaiff-4 well 40 that watches-
in the soil can trap seed.
Be sure to keep the sew seed-
ing • moist. Helpful will be a
mulch, such as straw, ever-
green branches, excelsior mat-
ting or specie; woven niattings
available at garden -centers.
Ilt taken only a few days for
perehnill ryegrasses to sprout.
if the bed is kept moist in mild,
late summer weather. Fine fes-
cues take longer, as do Ken-
tucky bluegrasses. You will
probably get in one or two
mowings before winter.
A Measuring for when to cut:
Do it befote the grass grows
Very tall, before the new seed-
lings exceed twice what will be
Their customary height.
A weed-and-feed type fertili-
zer would be good encour-
agemeni .7 for -winter-bound
lawn.
Lat eLys. er uses Wily more than pay for itself in one
aatts of power and costs less heating-season.
HEAT STRATfFICATiON --COLD YEATRECYCSER REDUCES
DRAFTY FLOORS --WASTED ENERGY HEAT sTRATIFiCATION
$tE 5.94E6SCl.fli-MAIIVTAINS.
omFORT 'SAVES ENERGY
Here's the Answer ffg
. By ANDY LANG
_ AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I would like to build a
dry retaining wall .made of
stone, the kind where no mor-
tar is used. have-been advised
that, even though the wall will
only be 2 feet high, a Strong
-foundation is requirRI-. IS this
advice correct?
A. depends on what is
meant by "a strong founda-
tion." Actually, all that is
needed-ta-that-die-fiest-steme-
layer should be larger than
those that will be used --the
reit' rif the You will have
to use your judgment as to the
best way to place the stones for
stability.
Q. - We have a .hot water,
baseboard heating system, with
. Mos‘energy conservation
The HeatRecycler's at- 
require your cutting
traetke neutral finish blends 
back on natural-resources in
uell with pastel wail coy- 
one way orinother. Give*
elings. or you may paint or 
yourself a break.
saper It to match the room's 
Invest $39.95 (suggested
SINCE IKYF AIR R1SE-$,-your ceilings may be warm
while the Boot is. still cook-The-ingenious HeatReey-
der, made by Nautilus, simply recycles the narm air-
equalizing room temperature and taking a load off
your heating system. _ _ , -
tt. .
unit by medig every 15 x le "Than 25 cents a month -(as--
ional residential
ings. Contemporary in
,,__electrical rate of 4 cents perStyle--
and eneineerina h all kilowatt hour) to 
operate.
The _homeowner or apart-,
At-Yettractlicatiter-Ycler-i&" -̀'- - merit dweller -loolritit-ferstreamlined 7-foot 4 inch tall 
way o keep t  the family roomflue. any-room- where- young--
-Slade of "'aided Plastic" " sters -play on-the-floor corn-the unit is quickly snapped- fortably warm this winter cantogether, -moulded on a wall solvelhis preblem with a new
aodr-tiliagliciartnte-inW-41"46' Nautilus If cal outlet.





Hartford, Wisconsin. In fuel_
home heating system. the savings alone the unit can
a furnace fired by gas. It has a
cast iron jacket. The system is
6 years old and has never been
flushed, but someone told us it
should be flushed every year.
Is this so?
A. - There is no reason to
-flush a hot water heating gys-
- -tern-- annually:- The- concept in
flushing a heating system is to
...serriove the impurities brought
in by fresh water from time to
time, as might occur in a
or hot, water heating system,
the same water -emains. in-.
definitely and very little make-
up waters added, so after the
new system is originally
flushed through and cleaned, it -
is best not to bring in fresh wa-
ter unnecessarily. It must also
be considered that ,hydronie
,heating is a- closed system, all
portions being. bilk of water,
with little free air to cause oxi-
dation. Bringing in additional
• water-inteoducesadditional free




outside temperature about 50
degrees, a well-insularOd watt
should register about 65 de-
grees. If it's muclelower than
65,Abe wall is in all probabil-
ity-Yot insulated.
Insulation is rated by its
resistance to heat flow. This
is called its R value (II for
resistance). The higher the R
rating, the more satisfactory
is resistance.
Ratings
A thickness of about 3 to 4
inches of blanketed fiber
glass or rock wool is cla,s-
sified as R- II. meaning that it
resists heat transfer as well as




insulation in- exterior walls
nedlikieranod-R-19_in the
ceiling. The insulation indus-
try claims a house meeting
these- standards needs less
than Sla% of the energy re-
Q. I read somewhere that-
the cost of building houses has
gone up 10 percent a year for
tfie-pa-St -ftve- years:- 'What rea-
son do the builders give for
-this? Is all. the extra money go-
_ing to the workers?
A. - No. The National Asso-
ciation of Home Builders has
completed a survey which gives
two principal reasons for the
increases and neither is related
to labor. One is the sharp rise
in the price of land. The other
Is the multiplicity of federal,
state, eounty and local regu-
lations, especially those which
concern fees and requirements
- in the land development proc-
ess. The NM-1B report points
out that, in general, less than
50 percent of the cost of build-
ing a-house goee-te pay for .the
materials and labor.
Q. - We expeq to have a
house built. The builder has ad-
vised us to have a "double cov-
erage" roof. Although he has
explained what it means, we
still aren't clear about whether
it is necessary. Can you help
us?
A. . - Double ciwerkge
shingles cost more initially, but
provide greater protection
against the weather and last
longer. Shingles are laid so that
they overlap each other to a
greater or lesser extent, de-
pending on the method of appli-
cation. Roofs whose coverage is
such that nosireis there any
significant area with less than
two thicknesses are said to
have double coverage. It is gen-
erally recommended for new
construction. Single- coverage
roofing is used satisfactorily for




floors, or above or below cell Even though insulation present roof, how to select ma-
' Repays
- Ti re-presents an initial outlay- of terials andathe use of color areings.
• When the homeowner 1, substantial 
funds. the aver-
detailed in Andy Lang:s book-
cgecking for proper insula- 'age insulating job should let, "Roofine cande," availabletion in his home, he stirmlil save enough to Pay for 'itself by sending cents,and
'.Pltatceinasitde4h rsnohczatacer on the _. in four or five years.accord- STAMPED. self-address-ca. Ten-
tith ing to the National Home,
the fooin at" 68 degrees' anr1 itn/*(11Tit1-1 C6tintrir flarr-tinithrn444n*gto , N. 1. 11743.
Proper insulation is the
crifiearhoine- improvement
to effective energy-saving-in
most American homes. ac-




It Points out. the Amer
ican homeowner can save ur





ping and storm windows can
save an additional 13%.
Insulation provides a bar
rier of tiny air pockets that
slow the movement of hc,,t
toward unheated-space.
Ways and means
There is a variety of t) Ott^
of in.'s-1460n and-a numbei "1-
ways to install them. In v. ide
use throughout the C011411E• -
are fiker glass, rock wool
'vermiculite 'and-cellulose
These prodjicts are set In
place, poured,' or blpwn
machine into walls, under
Based on your needs, your




_ 9ii a plan. He will organize
sophisticating its look.
Space crucial
There are lots of little ways
to improve a bathroom. You
_ can hang -a new shower cur-
tain, change the towels, plant
greens, put,in brighter bulbs.
,niat  it_will  the& r.pe _room
with -file-same inconveni-
ences unless you remodel tri
serve the needs of the people
who ust-it.  
One of the first steps in re-
modeling is to. analyze those
needs. Hciw many people
-f-Peilweite---the boatman:1-
Would twin sints make
the morning rush hour less
Would yo'u like linen stor-
age in the bathroom? What
about laundry equipment?
Is the wiring adequate for
it rid
toothbrushes. t hair dryer,




cabinets and fixturesgand in-
- stab-them-for
prefer, counsel - on do-it-
yourself inttallation: -





to the American Institute of
Kitchen Dealers, 80 per cent
of its member firms design,
supply and install bathrooms
WINNER 'IN THE AMERICAN Institute of Kitehe.n- --
Dealers competition for bath remodeling illustrates
ways a professional makes changes to improve space
use- Fro igi end of counter, sink was moved to make
room for sit-down makeup area with good !lighting, big
mirror. Spacious cabinets replace storage lost when a
linen closet was removed where toilet is now. Larger
tub was installed with dropped ailing_ for a built-in
look. Colors, patterns were selected for airiness.
Itearba_throom_
Your bathroom has the
blahs? It's dull, ordinary'.
functional, but unattractive?
- The trend is to make the
bath morebf a relaxing room;
to -,entarge it-contpart-
mentalizing its facilities,- -
brightening its colors,
as well as kitchens, since
-both require familiarity with
the basics .of space use and
storage. - •
In helping you plan star:.
-ape, the specialist svikproba-
';-ly that While, 
add-on cabinets are Tess ex-
pensive, built-ins generally
are more satisfactory be-
eause-of4be-grealer flexibility - --
they offer in sizes,- finishes
and interior fittings.
• la helping -you improve •
lighting, the specialist will -
point out that both area and
needed, and guide you in
achieving the best combine--
In helping you-select
fixtures (should you have a
40-ineh soaking tub, 60-inch
-tuilialttrater-eL-.a.AILinclf -
-shower unit, for example, to
make the most apprOpriate
-use-of-space-II the--specialist
will point out that it pays to
buy the best. Quality fixtures
that last longer- and affprd
maximum convenience in the
' torttrurn-r6st-teast • --
Quality pays
In helping yOujmdget, the
 ,cali Plan- ItItlf-rfa- -
modeling in stages; build in
-the ability to install
whirlpool bath, perhaps, ate
_vntrttraw-LIzItzarittve..:Aiz._to re PI ace -
MOPS itspen-
-•- sive, elaborate fittings.
Retriddellinti a_ hi01,10.9_m
used to be. easier. But even
-teas -ears ago,- therrestilea
were far less rewarding.
• Then.you simply replaced the
old tub, bowl and toilet. and
--PCrhaps painted the walls.
Now, with so many more
-optiona-of-design,
out and fixturing, it's advare---
tageoust to have a profes-
sional leading the way not to ,
,mere change but to real im-
provement.
Hammer hazards! 1
One of the most familiar
Nand household
Can also be one of the most
hazardous.
We're talking about the
nail hammer which, when in
top shape, can be a joy to
own and to use, but-when in
disrepair, Can be a real
danger to its user or anyone
—standing esarby. - --
The Hand Tools Institute
r-FITIT-wriinv-thi- t one of -the
most c_ommon hazards in the
use of striking tools is the
chipping of 5 hammer face-








ire make SUM they are in
top Conditemi and equal to the
jobs they are required to per-
' -
HTI recommends thiiryou
closely inspect the hammer's
face for sighs or chipping or -
spalling, If the tool shows
-any evidence of-rasps:dents,-
cracks or exce*sive*wear.





























3 Ft. to 30 Ft.
See Your Self-Seivice
Murray Supply
;011 Mein „ COI 111114, 753-336,
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PLAY OF GAME — Tommy Fike of the takers scampers down the field after picking up a fum-
ble. He returned the ball from midfield to the Camden 34 and the play set up the go-ahead TD for
Calloway County.
(Staff Mites brake Ihundea)
CLOSE COMPANY — Lorry Sanders (dark uniform) of the takers almost did two things on this
play. He almost caught the ball for a pass completition and he almost hod it grappled away by a
Camden defender. The ball fell in between the two. .
(Staff Photos by Mite !kande.)
Broncos Colts Winners
In Middle School Play
.J The Broncos and Colts
grabbed wins in Middle School
football action Monday night.
lathe .prst_ tontebt, the
Broncos and Browns staged a
deferialve the-final
minute when all of the of-
fensive excitement took place
as the Broncos came out 7-6
winners.
The nightcap found the Colts
winning 13-6 over the Steelers.
With the win in the opening
game, the Broncos sewed up
first place in the league as
they take a 4-0-1 record into
next Monday's final game of
the season.
, With 1:50 left to play in the
contest, the Broncos
recovered a fumble on the
Browns' 40. Robert Stout tilt
Jimmy West for a 20-yard gain
and with a minute left, the
Broncos had the ball on the
Brown 20.
On the next play, Bronco
quarterback Tim Brown rol-
led 20 yards to his right and
scored On the conversion,
,Stout moved to quarterback,
handed to Brown who then
handed back to Stout who went
in and made it a 7-0 game.
The Browns immediately
got right Wick in the game. On
the second play from
Calloway Jayvees Close
Season With14-1 2 Win
- It may have been-the -fact
theg were playing in Roy
Stewart Stadium or it may
have been the fact they've
simply gained more ex-
perience but for some reason,
the CallowlY Count"' junior
varsity football team did not
look- like a junior varsity
football team- Monday
evening.
In fact, they didn't even look
like a team that was playing
football for the first year.
Instead, they looked ex-
tremely talented and played a
superb game as they closed
out their season ip Stewart
Stadium with a -14-12arin-aver
. a _good_ C,amden
• The Lakers moved the ball
extremely well on offense and
had very few breakdowns in-
the contest. And while the
offense was having a good
game, the Laker defense was
nothing. short of spectacular.
"We played two different
games in one,— Laker cotch
Stan Outland said.
"They wan the first half
then we came bagk out after a
nice talk at halferrie And
decided we were going to play
'ball and we Won the second
half. We just outplayed them
in the-last quarter. I think we
had at least three„, or four
fensive play while citing
Buddy Simmons, Burchfield,
Stout, Steve McDougal and
David York for-their defensive
play.
The Brown coaching staff
commended both the offeqive
and defensive -units but di IfO1
wish to single out any players.
The loss drops the Browns to
-scrimmage from their wirri 39, 1-3-1 on the season.
In the second contest, the
Colts upped their record to 3-2
and clinched second place
with their 13-6 win over the
Early in the first period, Simpson's Career EarlySteelers.
Mike Daniel of the Steelers
intercepted a pass on the Colt
the Browns scored as Roger
Dunn hit Mark Boggess with a
61-yard scoring pass. On the
conversion, Buddy Simmons
of the Broncos put on a hard
pass rush and the ball fell
incomplete, thus wrapping up
the victory for the Broncos.
Three times in the contest
the Browns worked inside the
- Bronco 15-yard line but could
not score.
The coaching staff of the
Broncos recognized Tim
Brown, Tim Burchfield and
Jimmy West for their of-
The Lakers came out after
halftime and had possession of
the ball for six minutes of the
third period. But the Lakers
stalled at the Camden 45 and
gave up the ball on downs.-
, Camden Managed to get, off
two plays before Tommy Fike
came up with the biggest play
of the evening for the Lakers.
Fike picked up a fumble at
midfield and returned it 16
yards down to the Camden 34-
yard line with 2:22 remaining
in the third period.
For the rest of the third
- period and *the first minute
_at Ihe_lastawarter. the Lakers:
ate up the, yardage on the
ground. With the ball on the 20,
the Lakin"' 6-3 quarterback
Mark Herndon carried down
to the Camden 11. Then
halfback John Canady, en-
joying one of his finest games
of the season, gained five and
"set :up a fire and goalAf the
six.
On the first and gnat play,
Herndon kept on a power
sweep to the right and
scampered down the sideline
for the score. On the con-
version, Herndon dove in over
left tackle and barely made it
across the line, But ."barely"
Mel Purcell To Play In
Stockholm Junior Open
Mel Purcell, who has received just about every honor
posiiblein 1977,4lirbe getting-one more. -
Purcell, a former Murray tennis star and now a freshman
at Memphis State, will be one of two junior players from
America competing in ,the Scandinavian Airlines-Stockholm
Open Junior Cup Tournament which will be belir in 
Stockholm, Sweden, November 8 through the 12th.
The other junior player chosen from the, United States is
-Lea Antonepoila-of Glendora-, Cal
30 and a few plays later,
Daniel carried in for a touch-
down, giving the Steelers a-6-0
lead.
For the rest of the half, it
-remained a defensive struggle
with both clubs finding it
tough to pick up yardage.
  Late in the third period, with
the Colts backed up deep in
their own territory, David
McCuiston went around left
end for a 70-yard scoring
scamper. On the conversion
point, Shawn Glavin hit Mc-
Cuiston in the endzone with a
pass and the Colts led 7-6.
For the next few
possissions,-it remained a see-
saw game between the two 30-
yard lines.
Finally, late in the game,
Russ Garland intercepted a
pass on the Stealer 30 and that
led to the final TD, coming on
a three-yard plunge by Bill
Glavin. A 17-yard scamper by
John McFerron helped set up
Glavin's score. The con-
version failed and the Colts led
134. ,
The coaching staff of the
Colts recognized McCuiston
for his offensive efforts. He
had 120 of the 158 yards on the
ground for the Colts. Defen-
sively, Russ Garland, Shawn
Glavin and McCuiston each
intercepted one pass. Also
recognized for defensive ef-
forts were Kyle Evans, Andy
Parks and Kilt Allbritten.
Next Monday's final games
will pit the Colts against the
Broncos in the opener while
the Browns and Steelers play







Just about any kind of seafood you can name, delicious
. and freshly cooked, plus good hamburgers That's our menu
-So bring the whole family We think you're all going to enjoy it
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
Fish Dinner
just$199
r Regular Price $229)
Good Mon. through Thurs
,Captain D's




HONG KONG — Alex Tang
of Hong Kong survived a
sevenover-par 72 on the frital
sound to score a 1-stroke
victory over Delfin Photo of




The two were chosen by the United States Tennjs
Association in cooperation with the Swedish. Lawn Tennis
Association. Players from 12 countries including Australia.
Brazil, Fran, Great Britain, Italy and Spain have been in-
vitedto participate in the indeer event.
Purcell finished-the -1977-national championship tour by
winning the National Grass Courts Tournament. He reached
the quarterfinals in every tourney in which he played and -
reached the semifinals of the National Juniors in Kalamazoo
and the semifinal s of the National Clay Courts in LouciviM.
When the rankings come out in the near future, Purcell, a
Junior Davis Cup member, will be ranked among the top four
juniors in the United States.
While in Stockholm, Purcell and Antonopolis will be housed
by private families.
nee SurgeryMay End
BUFFALO TAP — The Buffalo Bllls awaited word today
on whether a knee injury would end the spectacular career of
star running back O.J. Simpson.
Simpson has been more deiiassea thréceñf weeks than at
any point in his nine-year pro career, mainly because of his
Buffalo Bills"lowly 1-6 start this season, coming off a 2-12
record last year. He also has been hampered this season first
by an ankle injury, then an arm injury, and now knee prob-
lems.
Simpson' left- ee, ailing the past three weeks, was de-
scribed as "more seriously damaged than you might expect"
by a well-placed Bills source. Other sources expressed belief
that Simpson will retire if the knee is diagnosed as requiring
surgery. They said Simpson might make his decision as early
as today.
Following the Bills' 56-17 mauling Sunday by the second-
year Seattle Seahawks, Simpson flew to his Los Angeles
home.
He reportedly was examined in Los Angeles Monday by Dr.
Robert Kerlan. However, Kerlan, a prominent specialist who
has-treated many famous athletes including former Los An-
geles Dodgers pitcher Sandy Koufax, refused comment on
the examination.
Simpson, unavailable Monday for comment, was listed as
"questionable" because of a knee "derangment" before the
Bills' game Sunday in Seattle, but started and carried nine
times for 32 yards.
Simpson sat alone on the Bills' bench during the game's
second half. Coach Jim Rirbeo, who removed Simpson with
the Bills trailing 42-3 at the half, said, "There'& no sense
humiliating a great athlete.'
Ringo added that he would have no further comment on the
Simpson situation.
After the game, Simpson shook hands with club owner
Ralph C. Wilson and tcrold him he would telephone Monday,
Wilson, a Detroit businessman, could not be reached for com-
ment.
Simpson is in the second year of a reported $2.3 million,
three-year contractile has expressed increasing frustration
in recent weeks as it has become obvious that he will end his
career with a losing team.
VOTE NOV. 8 AND SUPPORT
The Man Who Knows







Political ad paid for h the rand,tate
ea,
quarterback- sacits,"- Outland red r t - points - dcounted IWO  an
added. with 8:47 left in the game the
Lakers led 14-12.
Then the defense played like
it hadn't played all year. Fired
up and seeing a shot at vic-
tory, the defense stopped
Camden Cold on Its next
series. In fact, the Laken-
recorded two consecutive-
sacks as defensive end Jimmy
Scruggs went on a rampage.
The series finally ended when
Troy Garland of the Lakers
recovered a fumble near
'midfield.
The Lakers worked to the
-Camden 35 but with-3:35 left in
downs. Camden's final shot at
a touchdown came on their
last series. -They had-a third
and 14 from the Laker 49.
Camden quarterback Steve
Pettijohn faded back for the
pass and found nobody open.
He tried to run but. couldn't
Late ii the period, the
_
Lakers had the ball on the
Camden 48 and Larry San-
ders, on a double reverse,
carried all the waf Own to the
13. Herndon picked . up eight
yards to move the ball to the
five.
On a first and goal from the
-two, the takers tied the gAme
as John Canady dove in and
made it a 6-6 game, the con--
version failing.
Camden once worked to the
Laker four-yard line in the
second period but penalties
"and a couple of sacks took
care of. the, ,drive. Camden
fin look titer lead" in the -
final second, of the first half
when Pettijohn rolled in
five, yards on a fourth and two
piny for a 124 halftime lead.
"We got on the kids pretty _
well at halftime," Outland
said. ,
"In the second half, they
-and Allen- Routh and fieragga,rrallYt After Camden...
nailed Pettijohn for a_ nine-
yard loss, all but sewing up the
victory.
"We kept enough pressure
on them so they couldn't
pass," Outland said. —
"I felt Camden was a well-
disciplined club with good
talent and they were well-
coached. I really felt they hit
as hard as anyone -we've
played this season and I think
they're one of the better teams
we've played.
Illillikthefans had a treat.
We showed them a lot of of-
fensive sets: We mai the
wing-I, the power-I, the slot
formation, the slant-I and we
ran motion which we hadn't
done except in one game this
year.
"I think next year we'll be -
more fan to wattifbeCatixe I
still don't have all of my of-
fense in yet," Outland added.
Late in the first peribd,
Camden took a 64 lead when a
60-yard drive was capped
when Keith Gaylon scored on
a piteh from Pettijohn with the
play covering eight yards. The
conversion failed.
Sports Deals
By 'i ne Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS —
Fired Paul Wiggin, head
coach. Named Tom Bettis,
defensive backfield coach as
head coach.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS —




Signed John Hale, outfielder,
to a multi-year contract.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS —
Purchased Joe Henderson,




" Acquired Bill Bonham, pit-
cher, from the Chicago Cubs
for Woodie Fryman and Bill
Caudill, pitchers.
Jimmy Scruggs played a
super game and had-several
good sacks. Troy Garland had
six tackles and three assists at
his linebacker position as did
cornerback John Canady.
Howard Garland (defensive
tacitle) had one sack for 20
yards. - - •
"Offensively, Canady
picked up a lot of Yardage and




Three members of the
Calinway County High Se__NiS"
women's cross country team
have qualified for the state
_tourney. 
As a team, the Lakers
placed third - in the Regional
Cross Country Championships
held Saturday at Tsigg
County. In order tciqualify for
state, one had to be a niember
of the first or second-place
teams or be one of the top five
runners not a member of the
first or second-place- teamS.
Melissa Miller of the Lakers
covered the 1.5-mile course in
10 : f2 and rmishedbi 16th place
while Rose Ross was 17th in
10:43. Also qualifying for state
was Felicia Pinner who
finished in 19th with an 11:02.
Also running in the meet for
the Laker girls were Renee
Overbey, Penny Overbey and
Kim Willie. The state meet
mill be held in Lexington
Saturday.
Garland had a couple of good
runs. Mark Herndon didn't
complete a pass but did a good
job handing off and keeping
the ball himself. There were a
couple of times the ball should
have been caught because our
receivers failed to run their
full patterns.
"I'd also like to thank lll
Furgerson, Cal Luther and the
administration at Murray
State for letting us use Stewart
Stadium. It was a real treat
for both teams and the fans,"
Outland said.
About 500 people turned out
for the contest.
The Laker fayveererid their
sOnr1tha266 recOrd but
several of the losses were
close and things_ Insk even
better for next year, the final
year the Lakers play a jayvee
schedule to prepare for their





Association 9f Florida is
having their Grand Prix
Tournajnent Wednesday and
Thursday at This week at
Sportsman's Lodge, at
Jonathan Creek.
The weigh-in time for both
days will be 4 p. m.
There will be a total purse of
$45,00(1with the top prike being
$10,000 and the secondplace
prize being $5,000.
This will be the first- Grant















Savings & Loan Assoc.
will soon
Open Their Doors




Thursday Night, Nov. 3,1977
'We4tern Kentucky Exposition Center
Murray at 8:00 PM.
Main Event
See Four of the Nations
















Advance tickets can be purchased at the Expokition Center -
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Spurs Defeat Suns In
Wild 145-143 Contest
Paul Westphal had 37 for
Phoenix, while Alvan Adams
had 29 and Walter Davis 25.
Phoenix shot 71 percent on
34 of 48 from the floor for the
first half WM percent for the
Spurs. But Phoenix
77-75 lead because the Spurs
had 19 of 23 from the foul line.
In the second quarter,
Phoenix had 19H of 24_ for 79 .
percent. The 19 field goals tied
a seven,year-old franchise
"They have a tremendous record. ,
team-and they _move the-bia..--- -Katruir led rebOuitidelathe&r --as-avell- Sa- ARY" teaDA 4,11, the" with 13,-while-Adams had 11 . •
NBA right noW,r Mii-cLeod Gervin and Westphal each hadwere
said. . j gssista And Westphaleven
final The 
list-storing tan •. hadioursteas.
. Antonio tandem of Larry
/lye. Xenon and George Gervin "I den't think any other club
their  combined foi:wilditta.tuov% in the league could have
iff beaten us tonight," saidthe Spu.rx the victory in the
only NBAgame of the night. weatPhaL
Phoenix- lecj at the ind-eof all -T11 NBA action tonight,'
periods except the, one that Denver is at Cleveland, with
counted, with earlier quarter Seattle at Atlanta and Golden
. advantages of 38-37, 77-75 and State at San Antonio. Kansas
Bast 108-105. _ City travels to Milwaukee,
a IS San Antonio grabbed- the. Chicago to New "Orleans_ and
Prix lead with 10:34 to go in the Portland hosts New York.
and-: • _ - • .- - ? •
PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP) - A game and managed to hold out--
run-and-gun, wild shooting down the stretch. Coby
spree remained unpredictable Dietriek applied the clincher
until the end, when San -with free throw with two
/ Antonio had a two-point edge secondalemaining.
-over the Phoenix Suns after . Gervin ended the evening
188 points were scored . with 36 points, while Kenon How strenuous is the game of football?
- Monday . • ' had before Taultalf aurwittr--- I:We-yob ̀eirei. *6rideredivhithlippeni
a football field when little Johnny runs 50
yards for a touchdown or intercepts a pass?
Little Johnny doesn't even necessarilY have
to be in the game to be extremely excited.
Last Saturday at the ,MSU Homecoming,
you may have noticeda table-like device at
the north end of Stewart Stadium. They
weren't serving punch to the players. -
Instead, ft • was something _very
fascinating and two of the Racer football
players were involved in the experiment.
First of all, what was happening was this:
Racer co-captain Eddie McFarland had a
small transmitter, no larger than a mat-
chbox, fixed behind his shoulder pads.
McFarland was undergoing a biotelemetry,
or more simply, his helirtbeat was' being
_recorded for observation. - -
11r.Z.Ken Purcell,Ari.exereise physiologist
in the -Recreation aid Physical Education
Department at MSIJ, was conducting the
joint experiment, flelpbag 'Purcell in the
project, from which the results will even-
tually 130 -publishCcd,' L4-Jeff 130yd-a The
Racers.
You will probably see the same machine'
again Saturday when theft:peers host Austin
Pear- - - --
Plans had called for McFarland's hear-,
tbeat to be monitored for the entire game
but just before the end of the first half,
McFarlaturvilis Involved in hard-hitting
defensive play on the sideline and • the
transmitter somehow went blank.
The machine is capable of receiving
quarter of a mile.- Thus, when Newland-
was in the stadium and resting up before the
game,his heartbeat was being recorded.
- The Racers-came on the field at 1 p.m. At
that point, McFarland's resting heartbeat
was 60. This simply indicates, as Dr: Purcell
...putit,.:tckliewas as cool ass cucumber " -
The average restipg -heart-rate is_
anywhere from 70-80, depending on Several
variables.
The-Suns willliave a chance 41- seconds remaining in the
to revenge the 145-143 National game.
- Basketball Association loss
when thi# travel to San
Antonio for a repeat contest
Thuraday night. •
"It was a great shoot-out,"
_said San Antonio Coach Doug
Moe. "Phoenix ran at us and
we ran at them. Both defenses
broke down."
Phoenix Coach John
MacLeod agreed that the fast-
paced game spread out the
defenses.
At - Longhorns Remain Atop.
bath ,
rse of - Poll, 'Cats To $eventh
being .:.
late - ---ByBOBaftEiNE----",----- . -cross-stitte rival OMAN:na-p . -AP Sports Writer State, Colorado and lith-
..rarat ______ _. The Texas Longhorns are - ranked Nebraska, the oAy
d iii itaitipeding over the rest of team to beat Alabama thia
the nation's college football year. -
teams this week, garnering 57 Ohio ' State mangled
"vatall a:0a 11. near- Wisconsin 42-0 but slipped to
iiirrect Tricnrilisanitie 1190--7"trinitti-
--points from a nationwide Buckeyes, whose only loss was
. _panel 0.59 sports writers and to Oklahoma, stil1 must meet
-broadcasters. - .----zaiathrankedMiehigen
- But Alabama's Crimson Notre ,Dame is fifth in this
Tide, Oklahoma's Sooners and week's balloting, followed by
Ohio State's Buckeyes are Michi-gan, Kentucky,
waitiniLizi the wings just in Ailsangas,„ Tenn 4ate and resultzuf his excitement.
• case the Longhorns get holy.'-Texas A&M. - As he went- on the field for the first
tiediritheiifutiffOur guinea. The Second-tin' Consistl'of defitistfesitlestastieartheat wasar164. '
Texas travels to Houston Nebraska._ Pittsburgh'. __ "He hadn't done a thing, which shows that
--Sitarclay-for Brigham - Young,
Cougars. Houston won last Florida State, Southern Call
year's- - encounter 304, snap. -7,Ca1iforriia, Louisiana • State
ping a 40-game home winning _ and a tie for 19th between
- streak for the Longhorns. But Arizona State and-Iowa State.
therciligart are without first. --Falling atit -Ot -the Top
string quarterback Danny Twenty were Texas Tech,
Davis. Then Texas takes on Colorado, Florida and Min-
TCU, Baylor and 10thranked nesota.
• Texas Asa'. By The Associated Press
"I don't think we've reached The Top Twenty teams in
-. our potential yet," said--- The Associated Press college
' , Oklahoma Coach Barry. _ football pou with first-place
, Switzer. "Wer-e-gaiBirtreii:- • votea in parentheses, season
but we're still not playing as records-and totalpoints. Points
• well as we are _ capable of based on 20-18-16-14-12-111-9-8-7
• doing.' • etc.:




















bimulsed tranSinittel,:up_ to  one,-.-
only loss a 13-6 deTeat by
- -unbeaten Tema - - -
Oklahoma picked up enough
votes in this week's
_Associated Press poll to move
. into third spot with 882 points.
-Holding-onta second place is
-Alabama, which received one
first-place vote and 953 points.




Mississippi State 37-7 last
week but faces 18th-ranked
Louisiana State this Saturday.
The Tide also has upcoming
dates with Miami and arch-
rival Auburn.






















The game began at 2 p.m. and the Racers
received .,the hall. McFarland, as most of
you know, plays defense for the Racers.
*Me Offenie Bad the-WI 'and
McFarland was pacing the sidelines, his
heartbeat increased to 76, a figure which is
very low and indicates again llamas Vail,-
cool. -
But then after the Racer's. punted on
fourth down, McFarland began to show the
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For...home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays ( any Size(, 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
r
641 North, tenter Drive
Near perkins Pancake House, behind Carl Nowerd Used Can.










The Firing. Line (AY'
By Mike Brandon.
Sporta Edgar
Saturday's Game No "Heartstopper
he was reallyisyched up," Dj. Nrcell said.
"Mien men -first-landed on the
NASA was using the same equipment and
the two astronauts were just sitting but yet
their pulse rate went above 180," Dr. Purcell
added.
McFarland's highest pulse rate was 180
when Eastern Kentucky made a pads
completion on third down and McFarland
covered on the play. Two-plays earlier, he
had made an unassisted tackle on the
sideline and had run for some distance to get
to the play. At that point, his heart was
pumping away at 172 times per minute.
We hope to have more data from other
games and even from other sports later in
the year. Thanks to Dr. Purcell, Eddie
McFarland and Jeff Boyd for making
possible some quite interesting information,.
Jr -2.416.110.‘ _
G000 HIT - Roy Williams of the takers leaves no doubt on this play as he brigs down Donny
Whitehorst (32) of Camden. Other takers in the picture include Allen Routh (44) and Mark Rober-
ts (53) Roberts recovered two fumbles for the Laken.




•"'Yoli've heard afi Year' how, tough:the
- Valley -conference is in cross country. Now -
you may-find out: East Tennessee is ranked
fourth and the Racers ninth in the latest
Division One poll.
Texas-El Paso is rated ad i the top, cross
country *team itt thenatiildWith WashiligtOh.
- second, Diegon. third, East Tennessee
fourth, Providence fifth, California-Irvine
sixth, Brigham Young seventh, Penn State
eighth, Murray State ninth and Arizona 10th.
The second 10 is headed up by Rutgers
followed by Arkansas, Northern Arizona,
Fresno Stare, Colorado, Iowa State, Illinois,
Eastern IllWisconsin and Tennessee.
MurreState was ranked 20th lathe last
poll to come out. The latest poll included ,
meets through October 16th so it's quite
possible, Murray State " enbld be-t-Wc-ed-
higher in the next poll.
Much national attention willbcdedob -..
jkwUng_Green Saturday_when ItItirrai State
,and East Tennessee lock a_heated
battle for the Ohio.Vailey Conference crown.
-4durray-haslost only ancethis year, taking -
second in the 22-team Indiana Invitational,
which was won-by East Tennessee.
Saturday's- meet should be extremely
close-end-if-anyone from-Murra
it to Bowling. Green to support the teem, it
would be quite gratifying to a hard-working
:vow' wpm/ow who arelbrhetitlew
on campus yet the least supported. •
The meet will begin at 10:30 a.m. at
Hobson. Grove Golf Course in Bowling
Green. Anyone who gees to the meet would
ifo-friore- Self perhaps, at the Most, the
first few IniftetIFOf the Racer.Aindin_Paty-.
football game Saturday afternoon. -
7*
CANARY CARRIES - John Candy (26) of the takers takes a hendoff from quarterback Mark
Herndon (17) and proceeds to pick up about 10 yards on this run off right tackle. Canody hod on
outstanding ground game in the Lakers' 14-12 win.




ST. LOUIS (AP) - The
explosive St. Louis Cardinals
Icored four touchdowns in
their National Football
League game Monday night,
but the richest plaudits went
to safety Mike Sensibaugh and
a band of much-maligned
defenders.
Sensibaugh, a sore-
shouldered safety, dashed 79
yards' in the opening seconds
of the final quarter to climax
an unexpectedly stingy per-
formance that impressed even
Giants poach John McVay.
"Their defense surprised us
a bit," McVay said following
his Giants' 28-0 loss. "They
pla_yed_yery Strongly against
ua._We're not a great offensive
football team, but we thought
we could do certain things."
The NFL's 25th-ranked
defensive team ahead of the
clash, St. Louis shut down the
Giants *on drives to the Cards'
31 in the opening half and to
the 30, 10, and IA during the
final two quarters.
Quaftetback Jim- Hart's
four pass completions steered
the Cards 68 yards late in the
opening quarter. Reserve
back SteasJones capped the
drive with a 5-Tarsl.dash into
the end zone.
St. Louis then yielded
momentarily to the 'aerials of
the Giants' Joe Pisa rcik
during a New York advance
from its own 16 to the Cards'
31.
-There, however, the Giants'
assault stalled and Joe
Danelo's field goal try from
the 38 sailed wide of the
uprights.
Then, after Terry Metcalf's
halfback pass was picked off
by New York cornerback Bill
Bryant, the St. Louis defense
held again.
When the Cards got the ball
back, Giants' defender Ray
rtliodes was ruled to have
interfered with Cards', wide
receiver Mel Gray on a
disputed 47-yard play which
advanced the ball to ,the
Giants' 30.
Three plays liter, a second
interference call, this against
safety Clyde Powers; put St:
Louis at the 20. And finally,
after two more penalties
backed New York closer to its
goal, offensive- guard Conrad
NASHVILLE,, Tenn. 
Mines/di-Tech is packing a
double threat in the Ohio
Valley Conkrence - as the
conference's leading football
ro Grid Standings
By The Asisielated Press'
AinericanFootballeinference
Eastern Division
..W LT Pet. PF PA
Bait 6 1 0 .857 162 112
N.Eng 5 2 0 .‘.7,14.171 113
Miami 5.20 .714 152 111
NY Jets 2 50 .286 123 159
Buff 1 60 .143 75 163
. _
-Cle-ve 6 20 .714 162 130
Pitts 4 30 .571 140 122
Hstn 3 4-0 .429 113 III
3-411-.429 106110
Western Division
Oakld 61.1 0 .857 162 116
Deny . 6 10.157.148 _70
S DiaK0 .571 111 92
Stle , 1 5 0...286 146 199
Kan City 1 60 .143 93 181
National Football Conference
Eastern Division
Dallas 7 0 0 1.000 197 88
Wash - 4 30- .571 108 111-
S Louis 3 30 .500 124 122
-NY Gts 3 30 .500 91 126
1 .3 0-  .286 90 110 _
Central Division
Minn- 5 20 .714 91 91
Chcgo 3 40 .429 143 139
Dtrt 3_ 40 .429 84 147
Gn Bay - 2 -5 0 .286
Tpa Hai 
Western Division
L.A. 4-30 .571158 9f
AtInta 4 30 .571 70 46
N Orins 2 50 .286 146 174
S Fran • 2 50 .286 94 124
. Monday's Result
'Srlands-21; New .York Of,
ants 0
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at New England
Chicago at Houston
Cincinnati at Cleveland
Dallas at New York Giants
Green Bay at Kansas City
Miami at New York Jets
. San Diego  at Detroit
Dobler was credited with a
touchdown after pouncing on
Wayne Morris' fumble from
the'l.
St. Louis conerback Lee
Nelson stepped in front of
intended receiver Ed Marshal
at the Cards' 42 in the third
quarter Ind six play later-
Jerry Latin bolted from the
Giants' 4 to a touchdown.
The harsed Pisarcik then
zipped two completions on a
New _York drive, but
miscalculated on another
throw from the Cards' 30. In
zone coverage, Sensibaugh
smelled outtheplay and stole
It from the grasp of Jimmy
Robinson. Behind a convey of
blockers, he made his touch-
down romp a breeze.
Although New York's of-
fense outgained St. Louis',
McVay did not conceal his
admiration for the quick-
stricking ability of the foe.
;̀They've go i a heck of an
offensive footbalrleam," he
said. "They're very solid. We
were able to move tht bail, but
our drives didn't "iiietin
New Orleans.at Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh at Denver
St. Louis at Minnesota, (CBS-1
San Francisco at Atlanta
Seattle-it-Oakland -




team and to offensive unit.
The Golden Eaglesorinners
Of all eight of their games, are
averaging 35 points per game
on a total of 280 points, both
-conference-leading totals. The'
team has 3,153 yards in total
offense for an average of 394.1
per game, alta tops in the
OVC.
Austin- Pesy, which until
Hunt'And Houston
in ingies Tit e
A beautiful homecoming
University Was capped off
Sunday with the final rounds
of the second annifal Alumni
"Homecoming
Playing under ideal con-
ditions. Eddie Hunt of Murray
captured the Class A singles-
title for the second time in as -
many years by defeating John
Wise of Padutah 6-1, 6-0.
In Class B singles corn-
petition, Hal Houston, Murray
defeated Doug  Lance, also of
Murray, 2-6, 6-0, 6-0 to capture
the title.
. _The_ _L-Clitsir_ t:double -
Championship went to Ron
Underwood, Murray, and
'Monroe Sloan, Paducah as
they teamed up to defeat the
80 atn of Bennie Purcell,
iliewzay,---and Hal Houston in
straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.
- Ken Hopkins of Murray and
Jim Braboy of Mayfield
overcame some _ tough pp-
position C6 win the Class B
doubles contest, defeating
-Gary Hallman of Murray and
Steve Howard of Owensboro in
the finals 6-2, 6-2.
Finally, mixed doubles
competition was held for the
first time this year and the
team of Monroe-Sloan-and-Sue
Outland, Murray, won the title
after defeating the team of
lemite Hunt. XimaY, and
Ron Underwood in ah ex-
-cellent finals match by the -
score of 6-4_,
Over 40 participants signed
up for -this-yr:earl tournament
and the event is rapidly




_weekend at Murray_- Stato 
last weekend--
place In the - .we.ncis .
surrendered the fewest' points
_11efensively. TI A Governors
have allowed opponents 101
-points in eight- games, an
average of 12.6 per game.
Murray State, the runner-up,
has permitted opponents 19_
paintsper contest.
Junior quarterback Phil
Simms of Morehead State
continues to lead OVC passers
in aerial yardage and
completions. He is averaging
203.8 yards per game in the air
on 1,426 yards in seven games
and IS completing an average
of 13.9 passes per contest.
-quarterback Ernie House of




EaSt. - 'Tennessee State
Playc_iiller Mark. Itutsell Is'
Secand in cOmPIelq08 rlaitli a "
10.4 median in five games.
Dion Jenkins of Morehead is
the OVC's leading rusher with
---408711-yards-per-ganse-in-ftve - -
contests, while teammate
D_orron Bunter leads in,_ _ _ _ _
scortnrwtth an average of
per game. Both are
freshman running backs.
Running back Stan Mitchell
Of Essterit-lientnekr term  -
Benin in moth .categorles,-.-
averaging 98.4 yards and six
points through sevra games.
Tennessee Tech kicker Wayne
Andenion - is averaging a
similar six' Per game in
eight contests.
Greg of*-East
Tennessee continues to lead in
kickoff and punt returns. He is
averaging 28.3 yards per
kickoff return and 12.6 yards
on punt returns.
Linebacker Biff Madon of
Western Kentucky leads the
conferenceVith 76 tsekles and
50 assists, followed closelyW
Austin Peay linebacker Bob
Bible with 74 tackles and 54
assists.
Tackle Reggie' 1361 Of
Middle Tennessee leads in
tackles for losses, 18 for total









6:30 P.M. EACH EVENING
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
LADIES' WEAR - MEN'S IMAR - tHI PEWS MEM(
IMINARESSING 'ITEMS & SERVICES
SPORTING GOODS - (*ICE SUPPLIES
FOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES & SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY. MANY MORE
'BARGAINS GALORE"
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PEEING
November 2nd through 5th
gt Our New Location
On 641 North Next To Perkins Pancake House
Dunn Furniture Warehouse
*Limited Quantity On Sale Merchandise*
CHECK OUT THESE FREE GIVEAWAYS!
Tables
---To-geGiven Away







With The Purchase Of A Set
Of Bedding You Can Buy
A Brass Plated Headboard For








To Be Given Away





















( 24" x 48"
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-
Offset Other Increases
Coffee Prices Take Another Drop
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Coffee prices took another
drop last month, offsetting
increases for other items and
helping cut overall grocery
bills. slightly, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey
shows.
The latest decreases left the
cost of a pound of ground
coffee in most areas at $3.50 or
less - well above the price at
the start of the year, hut $1
and more below the record
levels of last spring.
The AP drew up a random
list of _15 comnnenly purchased
food and nonfood items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1._ 1973, and
has rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
--month.
• —The. latest. survey showtei
that the marketbasket bill
increased during, 00tober at
the checklist store in six cities
up an average 1.9 percent.
The bill decreased at the
---etieCklist store In seven Cities
- down an average 2 percent.
On an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill wag about a
. tenth of 1 percent less at the




at the checklist store in 10
cities and increased in only
three, for an overall drop of
eight-tenths of 1 percent.
Comparing current prices
with those at the start of the
year, tbe AP found that the
marketbasket bill had
increased at the checklist
store in every city, up an
average of 8 percent. When
coffee was removed from the
list, however, the increase
over the 10-month period was
-only 2.3 percent.
- A report in the October issue
of ,t'Agricultural Outlook,"
published by ,the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
said: "Generally stable retail
food prices are in prospect
through the remainder of 1977.
Large supplies and generally
lower farm product prices are
expected to offset further
increases in marketing costs
for U.S. farm foods."
. The report also said prices
for fish and imported foods
like coffee are expected to
remain fairly steady during
the rest of the year.
The latest AP survey
showed. that the price of a
pound of coffee decreased at
the checklist store in .10 cities,
with the drops ranging from 3
to 10 percent. The survey also
found decreases in the cost of
eggs, which dropped in price
at the checklist store in seven
cities. Pork chops and butter
Increased, however. The price
.0f.a pountl of pork chops went
up in six cities and butter
increased at the checklist
store in seven cities.
Consumers with a sweet
tooth are in for some bad
news. The AP found that the
14'z-ounce bag of Nabisco
Chips Ahoy chocolate chip
cookies is being replaced by a
13-ounce bag, with no price
drop expected. -
As of the end of October, the
checklist stores in all the AP
survey cities except Chicago
still had the 14 -ounce size. In
Chicago, the larger bag had
been replaced by the smaller
one. The price remained the
same - 99 cents. The price
per ounce was about 12 per-
cent higher. The equivalent




By The Associated Press- 
Some of the Halloweens
candy collected by children in
Lexington and Louisville
contained harmful objects,
and in some cases, drugs,
police said,
dangerous drug, pins and
razor blades were found in
candy given children in a
Lexington subdivision Mon-
day night, police said.
Sgt. Raleigh Pate said
tablets containing the drug
were found in the candy:-
collection sacks of five
children. Pins and razor
blades were found in caramel
candy given the same
children, he said.
Communications officer






TO DOC-Dr. Roger Reichmuth, left, the new chair-
man-- of' the Department of Music at Murray State,
presents R.W. (Doc) Farrell with a book of letters as
Farrell was honored Friday night at a special
_Homecoming banquet in  recognition of his 32 years
with the university, 20 as chairman of the department.
He retired June 30.
*CORRECTION*
The phone,number in the Jaycee ad which
ran in- Monday's ledger & Times was in-
correct. The correct number to call for in-






Irian ad on Oct. 24, my opponent said it is better for
the street department to go over budget than other
departments because many street repairs were Made
and the severe winter had created more problems. The
latter part of the statement is true but avoids the issue-
-deficit spending. He frequently mentions his successes
as budget chiarman but soft sells a serious error as
budget chairman and street committee member.
And he failed to mention that several weeks ago he
and the street department recommended that the coun-
cil amend the budget-and add $6.000 to the street funds
to cover additional expense caused by the severe win-
ter. But deficit spending continued without any correc-
tive measures.
Another outstanding statement on the same date
"what would have happened if NY (there are two
other members!) budget has not been designed to be
flexible?" The facts-Insurance Tax revenue and
vehicle licenses are up enough to probably absorb the
street department's cteficit and careful management
by the other depattMent heads-not a flexible(?)
budget. The city has notoperated in the red for the past
three years an nine months but always within its
revenues. In 1975-76, the revenue sharing funds were
not juggled to cover so,me areas of expenses, quite like -
they have been lately.
The current administration has successfully
managed city finances for four years and the City
Clerk is the key to the next two months
I • Elect Ed Chrismon
Please Clip
More Issues To Follow
Paid fot By Chrtsman catnpaign Fun' At for Mayor, Firm* PAM*/
•
pain killer which contains an today. a 12-year-old 'hp?, W2-
analgesic related to derwent a triirit-ology test In -
the hospital's emergency
room. But it would not be
known if the boy's illness
resulted from eating
Halloween candy until the test
results were completed, the
spokesman said.
Pate said he knew of no
reports of illness or injury.
In Jefferson County, antacid
tablets, a pin and a razor
blade were found in candy and
fruit, police said. Four reports
of such ineidents were con-
firmed this year, police said,
compared with 20 confirmed
cases in 1976.
methadone, could be lethal to
children: Police issued a
warning for parents whose
children may have obtained
candy in the area.
The incidents werfrep6- tied
in the Highland subdivision in
the northern • section of
Lexington. A pharmacist
whose child had been in the
subdivision notified police
after finding the drug, Wilson
said.
A spokesman for the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center said early
THE nEws
in BRIEF
By Ttie Associated Press
NATIONAL
OAKLAND, Calif. ( AP)
Three men )ho admit kid-
-napping a Chowehtita school -
bus &fiver and 26 children last_
year now face trial on charges
4 that the victfims were hurt Uri
the stranger-than-fiction
ordeal '  •
Bus driver Ed Ray, who
became the hero of the mass
. abduction, .was _scheduled as
the lead-off Witnets today.
Fred Woods, 26, James
Schoenfeld, 26, and his
brother, Richard :-Schoenfeld
-21, have plea-ilea" guilty to the
kidnapping, the motive for
which remains a mystery.
NEW YORK (AP) - Coffee
prices took another drop last
month, offsetting increases
for other items and helping cut
overall grocery bills slightly,
an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The latest decreases left the
cost of a pound of ground
coffee in most areas at $3.50 or
less ,-- well above the price at
the start of the -year, but $1
and more below the record
Ieverls of last spring. -
INTERNATIONAL
UNITED NATIONS (AP)
African" delegations to the
United Nations are for-
mulatink their response -to a
Western resolution for an
indefinite arms embargo
against South Africa in-
troduced in the U.N. Security
Council after the United
States, Britain and France
vetoed African resolutions
calling for military and
economic sanctions.
A spokesman for the African
bloc said it "likely" would
propose amendments.
WASHINGTON







Copies from our new
low-cast 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich. black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look is if they ye teen




exaggerating Claims that it





Institute.. .says the apparent
low profits of oil companies in
past years were _actually
higher than average for the
amount of investor risk in-
volved.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
cruise missile has largely
nullified the Soviet Union's
$100 billion air defense system
and Moscow would need a
crash program to catch up,
Pentagon experts believe.
Even with a $50 billion crash
program, the Soviets would
trail_ the United States if the
Pentagon continues to im-
prove the sophistication of the




Monday night that Halloween
at the White House was a
bummer.
Disguised as a bunny, a
witch, a cowboy, a soldier and
Groucho Marx,-they arrived
at the White House gates
howling, "Trick or treat."
"Sorry, we don't have
anything," said one of the
guards.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
conference committee now
has the House and the Senate
versions of a national energy
plan.
The Senate on Monday
passed its multibillion-dollar
package of energy tax breaks
on a 52-35 vote. The House
version, passed earlier.
features heavy new energy
taxes.
The final compromise bill
probably will mean higher
prices for just about
everything produced in the
United States, along with






Teacher Club will meet
Thursday, November 3, at
seven p.m at the school.
Presenting the program will
be the teachers involved in the
environmental science
laboratory_project at the
school, according to J.W.
Jones, PTC president, who
invites all interested persons
to attend.
Special school projects will
also be discussed, Jones said.
N) t on party was or-
ganized in Chicago Sept. 44.. is indispensable to our free, footsteps of fiscal courts from
government."
.re$resentatiVe form • of here on and- prevent them1869, becausarreither major po-
litical party had _included Kohl- pop- carrying. on their fun-
lotion in its platform. If ilat rule is adhered 'to ctipps effectively,"'
- 1
LIVING IT UP-Five "old timers" live it up while reminiscing before the Alumni
Smorgasbord at Murray State's Homecoming Saturday. From the left, they are: Toady
Tolson, Elkton; Cary Sumner, Guthrie: Benny Muse, George Wilson and Joe Torrance,
all of Nashville.
•Kentuc
-- • CURBTN;.. XY. ( AP)
_ Officials here are buying land
-for an industrial park which
will cost an .estimated $8.1
The park, located on 574
acres southeast of Corbin, will
support 29 industrial sites
When Completed. Officials
hope the facility will create 10.-
to 12 new jobs per acre.
During her visit to
Lexington last week, Com-
merce Secretary Juanita
Kreps said the city would
receive a $1.3 million grant for




The funds will be used
primarily for sewer and water
lines between Corbin and the
iMuitrAal parksite.- -•
- - - -
WHITqSBURG, -K.1„ _(AP) _-
News Briefs
- The state has filed suit to
stop a strip•miiteoperation in
itetcher County that it claims
was done wiuta.permit._ _ _
The suit, filed Monday in
Franklin Circuit Court by the
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, is against Bill
Trent of . Whitesburg, doing'
business as H T & T Coal Co.
The suit alleges that the
company mined about 3'1
acres near Kentucky 931 near
Whitco in Letcher County
without obtaining a state
permit. It seeks an injunction,
a $5,000 fine for the alleged
initial violation, $1,000 a day









-" -̀ -FRANKFORT-,-Ky.-(Ap) —
Three counties and the at-
torney general officehave
asked the Kentucky Supreme
Court ta.reverse, ar.„at least
modify, its decisioh
voided the Home Rule Act. •
Jefferson County filed a
petition for a rehearing
Monday, the last day to do so.
It was joined in the petition by
Boyle and Daviess counties,
which said the ruling could
have dire financial con-
sequences.
The Home Rule law of 1972
gave broad authority to
county fiscal courts to manage
their own affairs. -----
But it was struck down
recently by the high court,
which said the General
Assembly cannot delegate its
legislative powers to fiscal
courts.
Jefferson County Fiscal'
Court insisted in its brief that
it is a local governing
legislative body and "can
exercise legislative powers as
to local matters."
It said that if necessary to
uphold the validity of the act,
the high court should limit
home rule to unincorporated
areas of a county.
The Jefferson court said
that as a last resort the
justices should make it clear
series of Congressional Rtiral
Caucus conferences on
financial resources will be
held Nov. 10 and 11 at the
University of Kentucky.
Gov. Julian Carroll will
address the conference's
opening session.
The conference is to identify
the credit needs of towns and
rural areas and to help obtain
private credit and use loan
and grant programs ad-
ministered by the Farmers
Home Administration and the
Small Blisiness
Administration. .
, LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Thomas A. Ballantine is to be
sworn in Friday as federal
judge for the Western District
of Kentucky.
Ballantine is to _become
Kentucky's newest- federal
judge in a ceremony at 1:30





succeed Ballantine in Jef-
ferson Circuit Court!s'Attorl
neys who have liVed in Jef-
ferson County two years and
have been licensed to practice
law 'for eight years are
eligible.
faithfully, it added, rural
Kentuckians would -receive
"the same right of self-
government as is enjoyed by
- glair county urban cousins."
Departure from the rule,




Daviess County said the
Supreme Court decision en-
dangers a 1.7 million bond
issue which is financed in part
by auto stickers and fire in-
surance licenses.
Boyle County cited a bonded
indebtedness of $1.6 million
and said the Supreme Court
decision, if left standing,
would render its occupational
license tax void.
Assistant Attorney General -
Charles Runyan -said in his
brief that the high court
"misconceived the law" about
delegation Alf. legislative
powers.
"Actually, section 124 of the
constitution, in speaking of
'fiscal court as a governing
body of a county, expressly
indicates that some legislative




modern needs with the
'framework of the law.
their ruling "is not intended to "It is self-evident that fiscal
restrict the authority of a 7courts can be given an ef-
fiscal court to exeroiee the, fective tool in meeting the
special powers conferred by crushing problems of our
statute." rural society if the court is
Calling the Home Mile Act willing, through intellectual
the most meaningful piece of flexibility and sound
.legislation in a decade, the reasoning, to shake off the
Jefferson fiscal judges con- historical preconceptions and
tended "an unnecessarily to redefine the rightful role or
restrictive approach by the fiscal courts in our time,- he
I Supreme) Court in con- said.
sidering the constitutionality The attorney general's
of this legislation would be a office indicated the Home
step backward." Rule decision need not be
The brief said the courts reversed coMpletely.
have traditionally interpreted It said that even if the court
the 1891 constitution as a decides to uphold its ruling,
-living" instrument in the "It should modify or extend
interests of "progreskive" the opinion to deal with other
government, law to delegate legislative
In a friend of the court brief, powers to fiscal courts."
Boyle County said: Since the high court is ruling
"Relief must be afforded to in effect that a-fiscal court has
this county and those no legislative- authority,
similarly situated, for Runyan said,* ',hat es to
financial chaos is the ultimate happen to - al i previous
result." • - "legislative" actions? .
And Daviess County said the "Only this coui4 can give
rule that neither ths state nor guidelines," he said.
U.S. constitutions forbid what "Otherwise, a dark cloud of




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Billy Beer is on the consumer
market in four states, and
according to _ an unofficial.
tistetester, the brew, "has a
nice taste to It " •
Louisville's Falls City
Brewing Co and Billy Carter,
the president's brother, an. %,
flounced 'in .September they
had collaborated on a new --
brand of beer that Btlly
proclaimed to- belhe best
has ever tasted.
On Monday, the beer was
introduced to consumers in
Kentucky, Southern Indiana,
Tennessee and Georgia.
A company spokesman said
Falls City has been running its
assembly lines 16 hours a day
• for five or six weeks 14::
produce Billy Beer. About: :
130,000 cases have been ••
distributed, he said. . 
• 
•-
A Louisville bar was the site
of .an impromptu taste test'
Monday and the drinkers
agreed that Billy tastes dif-
ferent from other beers.
"It has ri bit of a bite, but it's
not harsh." one sipper said.
"It's not as heavy as some
beers, but it's not as light as,
some others. It's sort of in-
between." ,
Another sampler delayed
his judgment. "The real test,
though, will come after you
drink it regularly and see how
you feel the next morning:"
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a. m. 355.
up 0.1.
Below dam 305.2 down O.&
. Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.2
down 0.2.




4.* -; III/ I le
HOMECOMING




r Located Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School - 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a. m.
SPEAKER
Rev. J. Marland Harris, pastor
Serman topic "Greatest Homecoming"
Fellowship Dinner -12:00 Noon
GOSPEL SINGING - 2:00 P.M.
featuring
Calvary Temple Choir
J. M. Harris Family
and others
Evening Service - 6:30 p. m.

























Includes Solad Bar, Choice of Potato
and Hush Puppies
Regular Menu Price S3.25
Special Price Good Sunday thru Friday
S.
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PLASMA IS needed from
- ladies having Rh-Neg.
. blood with incompatible
pregnancy. Send naine,
address, phone, • and

















fire y . . 753-1441









Poison Control  753-1588
Sensor Citizens .  1530919
Keedline  753-KER)



















Retail Display ad-vertising 753-1919.
. Classified Display




' WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
6333.
JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Fatheepaind of the Son,.
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to ob-
serve all things what-
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the‘nd of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy 
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.







tiring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.-
Wallets low-as-24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 +South 12th,
753-0015. Free perking
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PEEWEE - THAT
BOOK IS TOO DEEP










WI-IAT IS IT? A REPORT ON
INTER- DEPARTMENTAL
SUPPLY POLICItEr AS
IT RE-ATES TO OFFICIAL
AUDIT AND TABULATINO










































"SOMEONE TO KEEP 14







Murray to serve as
welcoming hostess to
replace retiring
hostess. Tot ;Fill be










welcome to apply. Call
56/842-5566 or write
Community Greeting
Service, P. 0. Box
1092, Bo*4ing Green,
Ky. 42101."
6 Help Welted 15 Articles For Sale
$2 0 0 WEEKLY ASSORTED GIRLS
POSSIBLE stuffing clothes, size 11-12! Boys
envelopes. Send a self- size 16-18. Some husky
addressed stamped sizes- Call 7t1-3903.
envelope - to Fischer-
Enterprisee, Box 127, • -"NEVER USED anything
Eureka, South Dakota like it,"--says users of
57437. Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric10 Business Opportunity
GROW EARTHWORMS




_ or call Mr. James.
Collect (303)-778-1026.
11 Instructions
SMALL NIGHT classes in
batik'ing, start
November, weekly. -
Call Sarah Barnett, 753-
2970.
14 Want To But
WE BUY used trellers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
 -
WOULD __LIKE to, buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
STANDING TIMBER by
• the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.




Beaver • 2 year MI breed*
pair for restock* wid ann.
Floes* reply to U.S. Bollard,
P. 0. Box 734$, Lionville, Ky.
40207.
15 Articles For Sale
YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT tyoriles will be
over when You 'come see
a unique collection of
antiques, depression
glass and dried flower
a rr a n rule -trrr-
display inside the Hair
Dresser Beauty Shop,
201 South 6th St. Sold hy-
Mr. Euple Morris





Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
BEAUTY SHOP equip-





dryer-, side by side
refrigerator-freezer,





dog. House broken. $40.










price. Doris Rose, 753-
3690.
OVER 100 BOARD feet of
cured unplaned cherry.





Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
Light weight,. ventile,ged









sizes, all densities. Cut
' to your specs: West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
CUSTOM MATTRESS
'made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
--'13ny direct and save on
all mattresses,
_ Healthopedic or !OLD.









rick delivered. Call 753-
4304 after 5 p.m.
WARM MORNING gas
heating stove. • 150.00.-
Tappan gas cook stove
with hood, 75.00. Both in
good condition. Call 437-
4155.
POTTED FLOWERS,
giant rubber plant, lace
fern, and asparagus
ferns. Several assorted






Responsible for custody, control and tran-
sportation of correctional facility residents. May --
involve rotating shift work or weekend work.
Requires at least high school plus one year , of
general work experience or additional
education, age 21.
Liberal frihge benefits. Starting salary depends
on qualifications.
' Write or call:
Gisela McLaughlin
bepartthent of Personnel
Room 280, New Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
(502)564-5503
AN EQUAI, OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
In the Almo Community - 77 Acre Farm, 45
Acres in beans with this 2 bedroom brick veneer
home, newly decorated and carpeted, modern
itchen and bath, electric heat. Good stock barn
xtellent buy at $50,500.
BOYD-MAJORS
t05 N. 17th Street
753-8080
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDE Y TOUCH
Newer ask; 75I--75111
Revlon Moody 753-9036








couch and chair. Good
condition. Call 753-7708.











16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and




ARS BLACK and white
T.V. console. 'Working'
order. $35. Call 753-0605.
ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
--Call-3112-2174.-Open-740--
5:30 or anytime, by
appointment.
26. TV Radio
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
and white television.
Perfect for dorm room
or second T.V. Good-
condition. Best off s$,-
Gall 1674114 anytime.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 BASSETT house
trailer 12 x 70. Com-.-
• pletely furnished In-
cluding washer and
dryer. Front and back
porches. Call 753-5334
. days or 751-506 nights.
- 1974 MOBILE -HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths.
central heat and air,
underpinning, nice front
porch. Furnished _or
unfurnished. Call 753- ,
3418 after 5.




mobile home spaces for








SMALL APAR Dq on
Ky. Lake, electric heat
and air. 60.00 month.
Call 436-2477.
EFFICIENCY apart-
-A -;--ineat, furnished. 90.00
month. Close to campus.
Call 753-4451.
CASE TRACTOR, VAC. _
,Practically new tires.
Plow and disc. Call 753-
2569.
FOR SALE M Farman
- tractor and two row 305
corn picker. Call 753-
4936 after 7 p. m. also 600
Ford tractor.
20. Sports Equipment




lbs. Wing Cliapperal 45-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-
60 lb. Wing arrows. Call
753-6682.
32 CALIBER hi powered
.rifle. Winchester 94.
4.1.E. Vinson, Benton, Ky.
Route 5, Box 210.
23. Exterminating
Cerrirmil ay IPA








406 Sunbury Circle .




In Sliop, Spraying of Yard Fwniture-Shutters
- --Parking tot Striping
No Job Too Large or. Too Small
We Are Fully Insured
GLIDDEN PAINT
COUNTRY CLUB VIEW
Enjoy the beauty of the golf course from your
own window. This immaculate 3 bedroom home
has 2 baths, wall to wall carpet, lovely drapes, 2
car garage, central heat and air. On large lot, 125
x 220. Washer and dryer included with sale. This
property is in perfect condition. Less than a mile
from city limits. Priced in 40s.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann; 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie,753,5122
Take me, I'm Yours
Make me an offer I can't refuse for this tri-level beauty_3
bedrooms, study, family room, 115 baths, built-in kitchen,
central gas heat, -fenced patio for privacy_near
schools_Do yourself-a favor and make an appointment




Loretta fobs - Z5.374079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
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32 Apartments For Rent
WLY DECORATED
apartments for girls
60.00 per month. Call
753-3685.





South 16th. Call 753-6609.










puppy. 9 weeks old.
Female, 50.00. 1631





puppies. 8 weeks old.
Reduced prices. Call
759-1208 after 5 m.
41 Public Saies
re • GE SALE -
November 5th, a a.m.
until sold out. At
1010 Brookhaven,
_ flatesborough.
MOVING SALE - Ammo
is"'mlbtc ft. frost free-
side by side refrigerator
freezer, Avacado. RCA,
Whirlpool washer, like












.-:,Property. - We _have
•;--Aadrequeat_rcently for
,ticreage froin 2 icres to
50+ ... including
•acreage_Eastof Murray.
If you have land youatre
.._ - -tateresterlin Selling, Call
us today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492.







"Your Rey To 14appy
House Hunting"
711 Main 753-1222
ON HIGHWAY 121 West -
stone house and large
shaded lot. WHY-
RENT? About_ 6 miles
West, double garage
with4-reenk apartment-
above. LARGE LOT on
121 West has 30 A 60
block barn, could be
used for some type of
business. YOU FINISH
-and save - three 3
bedroom house a under
constructiod. Buy when
:finished on outside or
contractor will give
price finished. WEST
OF MURRAY -36 acres,










'.-Co-cited -6 miles from
Murray. This 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath home
offers easy, happy
----family living at a
reasonable price. Horne
is situated on 11'2 acres
. lots of shade trees







HOUSE AND 4 acres -
Newly listed executive
borne located four miles








and many extra fine
features. Phone Kim-
perad Realty, 753-1222 or
come by- -out- con-
veniently .located office
at 711 Main Street for
assistance in any real
estate matter.
INY
EkS t_T R S





trained sales Purdom Thruman
blememseo a Real Estate
state Southsida Court Square „
matters: If you have a Marrey, Kentucky
question regarding any * 753.4451
phase of real estate
activity give us a call at
Guy Spann Realty
Yo..,' Key People I,,Rear f rote
753-7/24
901 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
, 31E IP X in
SPEEP LANE
10 ITEX45 OR LESS
,rewe Syno'uoe. in:
49 Used Cars & Trucks
.-....SHARP 1968 Chevy
shortwheel base pick-
up. 327 automatic with
siiide tires and wheels
850.00. Call 354-6217.
1968 GMC ;Picklip. Six
cylinder straight shift-
long wheelbase. In good
condition. 750.00. Call
354-6217. -
1973 DODGE PICKUP -




1971 FORD PINTO, 39,800




brakes. With air. Sharp.





decorative rock or stock




or land cleared of





only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call





guallatteed. Lan pit --INEL CLEAN gutters
51. Services Offered
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586-or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138. Call 474-_8841.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
litHAM-WILL BE 
INV1,1416.14TTTT write Moigan Con- OW- 1)-7'.
rt-M. HAVE A NICS-VAN." 1966 RAMBLER 6




on beautiful wooded lot
near the university.
--Owners tamales:red-ant '




much more. Priced tO
sell fast! 20's. phone
Kopperuci Realty, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
753-1222, or 4op by our
conveniently located 
office it /11 Main. VA at
Kopperud Realty want
tobe YOUR Rear stite
People. •
CAN'T find a home you
like? Then buy this lot in
Canterbury and build
your own, .13_eaujjjal
corner lot- 14034420. &
- W. 'Corner 4-'Oxford
Drive and 1 Tabard







. residential lot in
-RicithindSebdtvistoirter









List Your Property With Us





- 6-30 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov.1 Wed., Nov. 2,
Thursday, Nov. 3





















(21 cows 'with calves)
Freeloads-served at 11:00 sr.m.
W. Keith Duncan, Owner
Paul Manker, Mgr.






generous living space, a
comfortable den to relax
a family size kitchen
loaded with extras, 2
baths so there's no
waiting, ther-
mostatically controlled
central heat and air?
6 Knd you want all this
without paying an arm
and a leg: Call about this
Bagwell Manor listing.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080.
1322 MAIN. Lovely older
home with style & grace.





This is the type- home
everyone wants so give






1110 111. COP! WNW
45. Farms For Sale
50 ACRE L. C. Huie farm
on Johnny Robertson
Road. Beautiful wooded
building sites, and good
farm land. Call Eddie
Huie, 753-5532.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den,
kitchen and dining
ilsom. Efficiency cot-
tage at rear of lot.




46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- 3 bedroom house.
Near University. Priced
in 20's:, can 753-8726
after 5 p.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 8
room brick- home on
quiet street close to
schools. Dining room,
- den, 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air. Lots of storage
including walk-in
closets. Double garage,
patio. Call 753-0376. If no
answer call 753-5665.
BY OWNER 5 room
, house, aluminUM Olin&
Large yard and garden.
Immediate • possession.
If interested call 753-





_iatgl on quail Creek
• Drive in diteaborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplicet_
living iiiin-Aning area.
. Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space -
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. With air con-
dition., power windows,
new fower-nraftes,




truck. Call 753-4669 or
come see George Hodge,
205 South 5th.
1974 DODGE TRUCK
with topper, 1973 Dodge
Dart Swinger. Call 753-
5809.
1t76 TRANS AM Firebird.
-Loaded. 4,800.00. Low --
mileage. Call 753-2335-or
inquire 'at Corvette -
Lanes.
1968 FORD FAIRLANE, 6
cylinder, automatic,
excellent condition. Call
753-3384 after 5 p. m.
1968 VOLVO P18008 with





c nditio GOOd as
struction Co., Route 2,
•
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky. •
4200T. Phone day or
Call 3 759-•
TREES TRIMMED and
Seo=at-907-:-- --11401--442̀4°78-'-- - cuL7Call 75347(17
South 7th after 4 m 
CARPET LAYED. Work-
manship guaranteed.
__One year. Will measure.,
'We install for Paschalls.
-Call 436-2124 or 436-2432.
9- •
1970 OPAL KADET, _
63,000 miles. Good
second hand car. Call
753-5029 after 4 p.m.
1963 FORD VAN, 6
Cylinder, straight shaft.
'Good condition. can 753-
8124.
FOR SALE - Real nice
1970 Delta 88 Old-
smobile. $650.' 1975
Maverick Grabber, AM-
FM stereo, $2550. Call
437-4155.
-
.116 CAMARO .SS, 350
automatic, extra nice. B
Allis Chalmer_lractor,
plow and cultivator. Call
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.
Big Car - iricHo. 1973
Dodge Polar. 4-Nor Serlee.










steam or .dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30






' getting these small'
plumbing jobs done?
. Then call 7534614.
GENERAL BACKHOE
wark...,graVel Jul tiling




tio awnings. and -roofs
_sealed, white or silver.













leaves. Machine will bag




installed - per 'your
---speeifiCations. Gall
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
Chain SaL





FENCE SALES at Sear10
now. Call Doug Taylor :I
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your .1
needs.
.INSULAT1ON BLOWN_Is4
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling Nt....;
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
EeLstEinCi7TIResl.0





workedone at low cost,
call 759-1767 'anytime 









melted deans carpets as...
EA511.1- -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
EffialVILY -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep &urn dirt and




a fraction of the cast
I YOU SAYE UP TO
52.5.00PER ROOM/





tens 2 black andsiMite, 1 -
brown tabby and white.
Very cute. Call 753-8761.
• -
lO 187afterra-or weebenda,----d---1 a s f Small
sAVES 
Engi:i5113.014100epair
Nitlimmy 94 Lostincluding walk-1n 2700 Cutlass, 3511 ,engine, 4 $$$. Attics and wallsdepartment at 1-24 andsq. ft. Call 753-9208 after barrel carburatori Route 68, cadiz, Ky. call blown. Free estimates.6 will, _ automatic tnansmission - row. 753-23101 _
2- .122-8;i07,ET dirome spoke mag 






1976 iriMAIIA $o YZ.
geed- condition. ' $275,
Ca u 7.534457,
1973 -175 HONDA road
bike. Good shape. $200.
Call 753-8719 after 5.
49 Used Cdrs I. Trucks
1970 GTO, biunaculate
condition. 1973 Vega red
and white automatic.





1976 FOUR WHEEL drive




MS GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-
cellent buy. Call 753-
4331.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
- 1966 Ford van, in-
terior all done in carpet. '
Roof scoop and chrome
wheels. Call 759-1813
--aftei 4 p. m.
1916 OLDS DYNAMIC 88
in fair shape. Call 753-
0744.
105 PINTO station -





1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy. Cali 753-
4331.
MATE AUCTION
Saturday, November 5, 10 A. M.
Mrs. Alma Boulton Estate
Hwy. 129 & 94 Pilot Oak, Ky.
Nido-o-bod, 2 pellop chairs, 1 pr. end. tales sons. venni
tables, 1 wing beck chair, TV, picteres, toss pillows. 3 tit/VAIL
table - floor lamps, drop leaf dining table, dining chairs, tabiliped
brass plated shelves, mirrors, elecro plated plagues, seekwave,
dishes, china, silverware chest, silver serving pieces, stainless
flatware. kitchen clocks, smell appliances, electric cabinet sewing
machine, pressure cookers and cannors, club aluminum cookware,
electric range, double meted dish cabinet, tapestry/we, dwProssiess
sad cranberry gluts, wood canister set, cookie 'tors, frost free
refrigerator with top freezer, kitchen table, cvtlery, cresirweres,
pottery, electric fess, iron bed, law. chars, Hilt and tops, blankets
drepery, sweeper, clothes hamper, hostels, and linens 3 K. wake
bedroom suit, *row ryes, ceder chest, twin headboard with homes
complete, dresser with mirror, mocking night StOnd farther beds,
old treed', sewing machine, old leitterns, trmiks, work table, square
tubs on stand, washer, canning jeers. flower pots, riteileciee cabbmt,
waste cans, ant. bracket lump, luggage lawn mower many itimis
numerous to mention.
A150: Many hoisehould items freakenother ester on special con-
s Pporriont
TERMS: Cash or good personal:- oil chocks.
AINLEY AUCTION & REALTY CO.
.205 W. State Line So follon, Tmos.
479 74116 end 479 3713
Cot loiter-It inleY Grace Wellies Execetrix
Auctioneer IL lloplior Marion Kr 502•1145-34110
-LIST ttS, WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS"
both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. -Rank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Miirray on
Highway 94. Call 753-
0605.
ficient service. NO job












equipped. $800 or best
Pifer- tyr
camper, self contained,
16' redeCorated, MO or
best. offer. These
campers are in good
condition. Moving need
to sell. Call 436-5853
anytime.
Steam clean one room at.
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
clean-44-e- halliviy
free, limit 4'10.- A 10' x
10' room would only be
- $8.00. Call 753-1335.
-ONE OVER THE CAB
camper. Good condition.
One Garrett Master
Hunter metal detector, -
like new. Call 436-2437
after 4 p. m.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-






Get Back to Basics
Earthr.Sun.
Air Trees, and Water
Located in the lake are for that feeling of freedom and
peivacy_3 bedrooms, living room with (fining area_kit-
chen-famay- room combination, fireplace, utility con-
ducive to hobby room-waterview-price reduced_Call
for details
•
After HMOS Brenda looses 753-8468
Loretta Jobs. 753-6079 Glenda Smith - 753-1699
Helen Spares - 7534579 bich,4ohnstc:p .437440 -
WI Payne - ''S1-9794 . •
'
SMALL BLONDE terrier
type puppies, also 2 tiger
 sclipeldttene.-Cati-
- 5650 after 5 n.m. •
FREE KITTENS white--.






Floonsol rowdy to an. Or be,. 11-1101111 and save Complete said
fel* to noopmblo sal up to 24:6111stmannl, but will precut tiny sue




Beautiful landscaped lot 225' x 100' with fruit trees,
flowers, pine trees, and grapevines. Pius a 121 60 mobile
home, furnished with an additional family room,
screened porch and carport. 12' x .16 outside storage
building. Storm doors and windows and low cost oil heat
make this ideal (or-die newlywed, single, or retiree. Near
East Elementary School $12,000.
Call or come by
The Nelsorr Shroat Co., Realtors
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
7 5 9-1 7 07 or 75 9-17 1 6
CHOICE NEW LISTING
Almost new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray. Many_ outstanding features including
great room with wood-burning fireplace, central
heat and air, beautiful cabinets in kitchen, large
2 car garage with workshop, outside stotage





George Gallogher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 75341/32:
!err? Peterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperod 75?-1222...
• " ' Bill ltaybdrn 753-4474
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Deaths and Funerals I Creative Dramatics Class For
Lloyd W. Horn Is
Dead At Age 52;
Funeral ThurOay
Lloyd W. Horn of 1713
C.allow.ay_ . Avenue.. . Murray,
died Monday at four p.m. at
the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tn. He
had suffered a heart attack
earlier this year .ancl. was
surgery patient at the hospital
-at the time of his death.
Mr. Horn was 52 years of
age and was the chef at the
Carroll Lake Country Club,
_McKenzie, Tn. Prior to this
position, he was employed at
the Milan Arsenal, Milan, Tn.,
for twelve years until one year
ago. Mr. Horn operated a
grocery store- at Five .Points
for many years and also
operated the former Lloyd's
orr the Coldwater-
Road, Murray.
The -Murray man was
-marriedto the former Mildred
Revel, who survives. She is
secretary to Dr. Kenneth
Harrell at Murray State
University. Mr. Horn was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Murray, and • a
veteran of•World,War IT. Born
May 14, 1925, in Obion County,
Tn., he was the son of the late
Homer W. Horn and Lela Hill
Horn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mildred, and two daughters,
Mrs. Joe (Carol) Crass and
Miss Gail Horn, all of Murray;
one son, -Sgt. Kenneth Lloyd
Horn, serving with the U. S.
Army in Germany; three
grandchildren, Joshua Horn,
Courtney Horn, and Kevin
Crass.
. the_ funeral will be held
Thursday at - -the -Alamo
' Baptist Church with burial in
the Alamo Cemetery near
Sharon, Tn.
Friends may call tonight
(Tuesday) after six p.m. at
the- Bialeck-Coleman Funeral
"SturraY, but the body
will be taken Wednesday
moroiog to the Sharon-.
_Funeral Home, Sharon, Tn.,




The final rites for John
Wesley Sturdivant will be held
today at 3:30- p.m. at -tke
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. Carroll Owen officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Maplewood Cemetery there.
Mr. Stiudivant, age 87, died
Sunday at 11:45 p.m. at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. He was a
retired-carman for the L. & N.
— Railroad.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ethel Sinclair Sturdivant,
Paris, Tn.; two daughters,
Mrs. Lester Nanny, Murray,
and Mrs. Vernon Hendrix,
Paris, Tn.; two grandsons,
Lester Glenn Nanny and Staff
Sgt StejThen Nanny; Step
grandson, Michael He.nrix;
two great grandchildren,
Lynn Ellen Nanny and
Stephen Gregg Nanny; step





With a Hearing Aid?
Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone
answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike . . , and some
cannot be helped by a hearing
aid. But audiologists report
that many can. So, send for
this free model now, and wear
it in the privacy of your own
home. It is not a real hearing
aid, but it will show you how
tiny hearing help can be. It's
yours to keep, free. The actual
aid weighs less than a third of
an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
we Suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is 'no cost; and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, "%o write
today to Dept. 51911, Beltone Elec-
tronics Corp., 4301 W. victoria, 31=14








Cannon. Gordon of Murray
Ftpute Six died Monday at 7:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 78
years of age and a retired
laborer.
The Calloway County _man
was a member of the Brooks
Chapel United Mettiodist
-Church. Born April 12, 1899, in
.Calloway County, he, was the
son of the late Jack Gordon
and Meador Smith Gordon.
— Gordon is survived by
one aunt. Mrs. Lydia Murrel
Overby, DeiEter; two uncles,
Hudson Smith, Murray Route
Three, and Hal Smith, Dexter;
several cousins. -
The funeral will be held
*Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at
the-Chipel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with -the
Rev. Julian. Warren of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the -Brooks-Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Miss Itha
Marie Linville of Route Two,
Buchanan, Tn., was held
Saturday at two p.m. at her
home with Bro. Jim Canter
officiating. Burial was in the
Linville family Cemetery with
Ridgeway Morticians of
Paris, 'Di., in charge of the
arrangements.
Miss Linville, age 64, died
'Thursday about noon at her
- home. Born June 17, 1913, in. 
HenryCounty, Tn.; -she was-- -;
the daughter . of the late
George W. Linville and
Charlie Bucy Linville. She
attended the Blood River
Church of Christ.
Survivors include two
'brothers, George Linville of
Paris, Tn., formerly of the
New, Providence community
of Calloway County, and Joe
Linville of Royal Oak, Mich.;
three sisters, Mrs. Wiry
Pflueger, Paris, Tn., -miss
Mabel Linville and Miss
Mavis Linville, with whom she
made her home; -several
nieces and-nephews-.
Miss Linville was preceded
in death by three brothers,
Tom, Lige, and David Lin-
ville.
Miss England Dies
At Age 01 100;
Funeral Is Today
Miss Hettie Wilson England
who celebrated her 100th
birthday with a party on
October 16 at Burnett's Chapel
Church died Monday at 6:10
p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
The 100 year old woman had
made her home with Mrs.
Elizabeth Chambers and Mrs.
Bertha Lindsey, of near Tni
City for several years. Born
October 18, 1877, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
E. England and Elizabeth
Guthrie England.
Miss England is survived by
two nieces, Mrs. Bun (Ophiel
Swann of Murray and Mrs.
Joe (Jetta) Adams of Erin,
Tn.i sixteen great nieces and
nephews; several great great
nieces, and nephews; and
great great great nieces and
nephews.
The funeral services are
being held today at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
'Home, Mayfield with the Rev.
Harry Nall and the Rev. Bob
Dodson officiating. Burial will





Fellowship is attempting to
raise program and project
funds by raking leaves.
If you have leaves to rake,
please call and leave the in-
formation at the United
Campus Ministry at 753-3531, a
WSF representative said.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 1, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 396 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 25-.50 lower Sows steady - 50 lower
US 1-2390-230138.75-3900
US 1-3390-240 Itie.  $38. 25-38.75
US 2-4 340-2601tei 137.25-38.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 136.25-37.25
So.'s




. The Department of Speech




Community Theatre in order
to offer a creative dramatics
class for students between the
ages of seven and nine.
Prof. Jill O'Brien will
conduct the classes in con-
junction with college students
-currently enrolled._ in her
-university Creative dramatics
course. The creative
-dramatics classes for 7-9 year
olds will meet for four weeks
between Tuesday, November
8 and Tuesday, November 29:
Each' session will run for an
hour and a half (3:00-4:30)
after school and will be held in
Wilson- Hall, Room 308,*
"The Wilson Hall site is
ideally suited to creative
dramatics activities, for the
large well-lit room is, newly
decorated and carpeted.




the children from school to
Wilson Hall "and for picking
them up at the conclusion of
each session," Prof, O'Brien
said.
While many children will be
interested in this offering,
enrollment will be limited to
the first fifteen who register.
Infairness to all a first-comer
first-served policy' Mind
determine eligibility for this
sptcial course, the professor
said. — -
The cost for tigs foils. week
adventure into the world of
creative dramatics is four
dollars per student and must
be paid at the time of
registration.
To register, contact Pat
Thompson at 753-6759 or stop
by the Public Library tn fill
out a registration foim.
Registration will be com-
pleted as soon as possible.
Seven Added To Co1le4e Staff
Among the 64 teachers
making up the faculty of the
College of Humanistic Studies
at Murray State University
are seven professors and a
departmental chairman who
are joining the academic
striltitire of the institution for
the first time this fall.
These new faces on the
Murray campus are:
English: Dr. Delbert E.
Wylder, the new chairman,
James Galvin, and Miss
Florence Patton.
History: Dr... James S.
Nanney, Dr. Charles G.
Steffen and Dr. Terry W.
Strieter.
Sociology and An-
thropology: Dr. Paul M.
Hanks and Steven H. Jones.
Formerly a- departmental
chairman at Southwest State
University in Minnesota, Dr.
Wylder tuisceeda. Dr. Guy A.
Battle, who has retired after
21 years on the faculty.
A spetiftlist in 'American
literature, Dr. Wylder also has
Carroll May Head National Demo Committee
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The current issue of U.S. News
& World Report says Gov.
Julian Carroll is one of
President Carter's possible
choices to replace Kenneth
Curtis as' chairman of the
Democratic National Com-
mittee.'
Carroll and Anne Wexler,
?1.4
U.S., deputy undersecretary of
comme'ree, were mentioned
as possible successors to
Curtis in the magazine's Nov.
7 issue.
According to the magazine,
appointing a new chairman is
one step Garter is considering
in an effort to better relations
with Congress and the public.
Debate...
--(C-eatinueri Frern-Page 1 i
OtP Both candidates said they are
.presently opposed to the legalization of
the sale of alcoholic beverages in
Murray because of the financial burden
that would be placed on the city,
• especially in the area of law en-
'flit rented..
When asked about enforcement of the
city's dog leash law that prohibits dog
owners from allowing their ts to run
loose inthe city, both candidates said
that the only way the law could be more
strictly enforced would be fOr the cityto
hire a full time dog warden.. Presently,
the dog warden works part-time for the
city and part-time .for the county with
each agency paying. a portion of his
salary.
Both candidates said that they are
opposed to an occupational (payroll) - -
tax being adopted in Murray.
-Henley said that-the local citizens are-
not ready for such a tax and it is
presently "not needed."
Chrisman concurred with that
statement and both candidates agreed
that presently, federal revenue sharing
is forestalling the adoption of any new
taxes within the city.
The candidates did say, however,
that if revenue sharing funds were to
cease, additional revenues for the
operation of the city would be needed.
On Glendale Road, Henley said that
he supports a plan suggested by the
state Department of Transportation
that calls for the construction of a two-
lane road with a center colleetor lane
between U.S. 641 and Ky. 121.
. "I cannot see building 4a. .four-lane
highway through a residential area
unless it's absolutely needed," Henley-
s-aid. -
Chrisman, however, said that
originally the 48-foot (four-lane) idea
for the road extension was not ap-
pealing to him but that ashe had looked
at traffic projections fpr the next 10 to
15 years he had become ",consicious of
what's happed on Chestnut. Sycamore
and 16th..."
Chrisman said that to him it "doesn't
seem reasonable to accept a 43 foot
street when we can get a 48 foot street."
Both candidates agreed that the city
would stick with a comprehensive
zoning plan and avoid spot zoning.
Job
( Continued From Page 1)
as teachers' aides, health aides, legal
and -medical secretaries, garbage
collectors, bulldozer operators and
vocational and educational counselors
as some of the occupations likely to
continue growing rapidly.
t. Despite a slowdown in the yearly
growth rate over the period, Ken-
tucky's employment growth over the 11
years is expected to create more than
240,000 new jobs. Another 550,000 jobs
will need to be filed to replace,,in-
dividuals who leave the labor ficrce
during the period, resulting in a total of
nearly 800,000 job opportunities for
persons who were not employed in
Kentucky in 1974.
At the same time, Kentucky's
population is expected to-grow by about
1.5 per cent annually during' theperiod
to a level of close to 2.7 million by 1985.
Most of the growth is expected to
occur during4he 1970s, with-a-slowdown
forecast for the 1960s.
The magazine said the
President plans to campaign
for Democratic candidates in
the 1978 congressional elec-
tions.
He also plans to tighten his
control over the Democratic
Party and strengthen party
machinery by easing Curtis
out as chairman of the
national committee and-into
an administrative post, the
magazine said.
The magazine said nothing
about Carroll's chances for
approval by the national
committee in . the top
Dethocratic Party post. -.
Carroll, an early supporter
of Carter, has said he is‘.in-
terested in discussing a
possible job in the Carter
administration.
However, he has indicated
flint he-WO-tad be telb-cWitTo-
step down as governor before
his own term expires in itiso.
Bill Yanda To
Speak At UMC
taught at Bradley University,
the University of New Mexico,
Utah State University,
Colorado State University,
Bemidji ( Minn. ) State
University and the University
of Iowa, where he earned his
-thren-cfegiees.
Galvin is a native of Chicago
and grew up in Tie Siding,
Wyo. He received his un-
dergraduate degree from
Antioch College, Yellow
Springs. Colo., and earned his
master's degree at the
University of Iowa in creative
writing, the area in which he
will be teaching at Murray
State. He comes to Murray
from a teaching and writing
fellowship at the Iowa in-
stitution.
Miss Patton comes to the
campus from her hometown of
Lexington and where she
. recently . received her
master's degree pt the
University of Kentucky. She
will be teaching the univer-
sity's writing laboratory.
Nanney is a native of
Fulton, and has earned his
three degrees at Vanderbilt
University.' He comes to
Murray from the George C.
Marshall • Research Foun-
dation at Arlington, Va., and
will be teaching western
civilization and Russian
history. He will be replacing
Dr. Ivan Lubachko, who died
during the summer term.
Steffen recently received his
doctoral ;degree from Nor-
Bill Yanda, author of Solar
Greenhouse arid represen-
tative of the US. Department_
of Agriculture, will give a
L. slide preeentationon the use-of
solar energy at the Wed-
nesday UCM luncheon.
An expert on the con-
struction and use of solar
greenhouses, Yanda is in the
Murray area to build a model
solar greenhouse at the home.
of Mr, and Mrs. Harlan_
Hodges.
Yanda's work is being
sponsored by the West Ken-
tucky Allied Services In
conjunction with Murray State
University's Center for
Regional Services. He and his
wife will be conducting a
workshop in Calloway County
  that will help enable low-
44-'• —income community people
build their own solar
greenhouses.
It Is hoped that each Pur-
chase area county will
eventually have a model solar
greenhouse. to demonstrate
the feasibility of solar power
to its people, a spokesman
said.
UCM luncheons begin each
Wednesday at 12:30 and end at
1:20. Cost of the meal remains
$1.25. All persons are invited
to attend, a UCM spokesman
added.
STOCK MARKET,
Prices of stocks of loosl interest at
noon today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows.
Indus. Av.  -9.53
Airco 4" Ait''
Air Products 25% +3/4
Am. Motors 314 unc
Ashland Oil 291/2 -At
A. T. & T. 59 -%
Ford Motor Co. .... • 42% .1
Gen. Dynamics 45%
Gen. r8 66% -1/2
Gen. Tire 23
Goodrich 19% unc
Gulf Oil 26% -44
IBM 25654 -Li
Pennwalt 32% -%
Quaker Oats 22% unc
Tappan  unc
Western Union 17%
Zenith Radio  , . 1354
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp. of


























Chicago and comes to Murray
from that ,campus. A native of
Los Angeles, he will be
teaching __American and U.S.
history, and will be replacing
Dr. J. Riley Venn, Jr., who
recently norrect to Houston,
Tex.
Strieter, a native of Bay
City, Mich., has just received
his doctor's degree at--the
University of California at
.,,Santa Barbara where he was
associated with the Education
Abroad Program. He will be
teaching western civilization.
French, European family and
quantitative history at
Murray State. He will be
filling'a faculty vacalicy.







Associates at Columbia, S.C.,
and has teaching experiences
at the Universities of North
and South  Cafolirio A_ natitit
of St. Louis, Mo., he-earned his
undergraduate and master's. ••••
degrees oft- the Edwardsville-
campus of Southern Illinois
University.
Jones, a native of Pontiac,
Mich., has completed his.
doctoral course work at'
Washington University in SI,
Louis, from, Which he, also
received his master's degree— -
His undergraduate work was
done at the Arkansas
Agricultural, Mechanical and
Normal College at Pine Bluff.










To maim City.Government more responsive to the needs of the public, I propose
the following plan of action, subject to approval by the council, protions of which
have already been council-approved and only await implementation.
-CreatiOn of a position of Public Works Superintendent, under which would ser-
ve the field directors of Water and Sewer, Streets, Sanitation, Natural Gas, and Cen-
tral Utility Billing.
This would enhance cooperation and coordination of personnel and equipment
between departments, slowing the rate of growth in number of employees needed
and elimination of the need for backup equipment in each department. .
2. Elimination of the three-man Council Committee assignments which oversee
each of the five Public Works DivisionsAn their place I would create a five-man
Public Works Committee, with each of the five council members serving on this
committee having one area of responsibility, such as Streets. The Committee would
meet as a committee of the whole, with each Council Member reporting to the
group on matters concerning his partiuclar area of responsibility.
This would ensure better coordination among Council Members in terms of what
goes on in the dayito-day operation of the public works departments.
3. Study the creation of a Public Safety Deparment, bringing the Police and Fire
Departments under a Public Safety Director, with the Chief of each Department
reporting to the Director.
This could possibly elminate need for the two communications sections, which
presently exist, one each for Fire and Police. This could also result in the con-
solidation of each Department's records sections and secretarial pool.
4. Create a 5-Council-Member Public Safety Committee, with two members
responsible for Police and two for Fire. The Budget Committee Chairman should
serve as the fifth-committee member.
This would result in better coordination, particularly in the areas of records and
communications. This committee can be formed, even if the Public Safety Director
idea does not prove feasable after study by a Council Committee.
5. Have all Council Committees meet at 7:30 P.M. at City Hall on 1st and 3rd Thur-
sday nights. The Council meets as a whole on 2nd and 4th Thursday nights. On each
1st Thursday night the Superintendent or Chief of each Department would be
responsible for reporting to the Committee under which he serves all operations
conducted by his Department during the preceeding month. He would also give a
previous-month budget report, and a year-to-date budget report. This would
prevent reoccurrence of the problem we have just experienced in the Street
Department.
it.segular meeting dare, tinar, and place for all Council Committees would insure
that any citizen who had a problem coulF1 come to a few Council Members,
meeting as a committee, and present his problem without having to wait for
Council meeting and without having to come before the entire City Council. Most
problems which come before the Council could be settled in committee if citizens
knew when and where, the committees meet, and if the committees met regularly.
•Vo'iltiest Ad oaiNil: M Henley, Cagclieleta...
1
•
a.
